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SIMIARY.
The th@8l8 has heem presented in two parts
Many previous attempts have been iiad© to meaeure the
©is© of mleelle© in dilute detergent solutions by light 
Bcatt©ring techniqueso The principal difficulties encountered 
in this ©BaljBlB are (1) the Impomolbllity of measurement at 
concentration© below the critical micelle concentration (OoMoC 
due to dissociation of t|ie micelle©. (2) the ionic mature
of the mieelle© and (3) the possibility that the degree of 
aggregation of the micelles does not remain conetant as the 
concent rat ion le varied? '
Instead of applying present- theory$ which involves some 
unG@rtaintl@8i) the euggestlon warn made that it may be possible 
to modify the micelles in ©uch a way a© tn eliminate some 
of the difficulties and allow for a more concise analysis©
This could b© achieved by utilising umsaturated soaps euch 
as sodium oleate GH^(GH2)y(3H^GH(ong)^ GOWa'^p undecenyl 
trlmethyl ammonium bromide (UoT.A^ Bs,)
.4,. &  7 3 3
and Boélmm mdeeenjl sulphate (SeÏÏ^ ,Bs) GE^-CE (GH^)«OBO^,la‘ oA"' <kj- y ^
By causing polymerisation of the double bonds of the 
molecules in each separate micelle a p^olyiiieell©^  may be 
obtaineio ' A solution containing such p^olymloelleB ^ would 
escape difficulties (1) and (3) while ease (2) could be 
‘ overcou© for the carboxylie soap® by aeidifieation after 
polymerisation and extraction of the polyearboxylic acid 
by organic solvents^in which light scattering measurements 
oonli also be performedo
fh© possibility that polymicelles^as envisaged above ? 
could b© formed with eodium oleat© ©ontaining solubilised 
etyreme is thwarted by the formatlorn of a long chain polysoap. 
vastly different in sise from the original micelle■„ The styv^ n 
oleate co-^polymeM (formed by irradiation with ïïoYo light ami 
using asobisieobutyronitrile as initiator) have
molecular weights dependent upon the ©tyrehe concentration
fhe break in the à v«s.v6 ©urves (denoting the OoM.Oc) 
ie eliminated with solutions of S0II0S0 after irradiation and
light ©mttaring by the ©oap can be detected below th© 
CoïvUGo of the unirradiated 8oap@ fki© indicatee that there 
are few dlGeoelabl® mloellee left in solution  ^measurement©
à electrolyte been made and used in final analyala
preference to th© ^ electrolyte employed by
previou® investigatore in determining mioellar weights in 
dilute ©alt ©olutioxio Evaluation of the refmctlTC index. 
increment at ©onetœt chemical potential of electrolyte 
involve© dlalyeing soap solution® against respective salt 
solution®0 fhis quantity cannot he determined for ordinary 
aoap® a© the micelles would simply dissociate and diffuse 
through the membrane o
The polymicellar weights obtained for 8oU,8.^ both 
measured directly and by exprapolation of the aolublllsed 
Btyrene measurements are In the region of 13^500« Th® value 
obtained by conventional means 1© 30^800« The discrepancy 
between the two values can be accounted for by Incomplete 
polymerisation of th© micelle© and th© poesibilltv that them
l8 moM than on® %)olymerleatlon centre per micelle ai 
terminâtlorn la by dieproportionatioBo
With D»T@AÆ» th© %)olymioellar weight (12p7go) is 
close to the apparent mleellmr v/eight of IS^SGOo Thie 
lEidieatea that moat If not al3^fbh@ UoToAaBo moleoulea within 
the micelle® have polymerised together^ . There ie a signifieant 
difference between the polymloellar weights (1398^0 in ()o2M 
and mieellar weights (19,700 In the aam@) In dilute salt 
aplutiono There la no measurable difference between the 
micelle weights of a saturated detergent and one oontalnlng 
an oleflnle group so It can be argued that previous mloellar 
weight determinations in dilute salt solutions are in error*
The only way of oorreoting the®© mieellar weights 1© by
obtaining values for eleotrolyte/y the dialysis
method which is only available for polymerised soapso
Other well eetabli®had features of micellar solution® 
are further corroboratedo The GoM®G^  decreases with added 
electrolyte and is lower for the .Uiglior homologue soapso
Also the greatest dlmensiqn of the mlcelleB remains below 
200
Information ©oneming the ©hang© in eonstitution of 
mieell©© accompanying solubilisation was gathered by studying 
the light scattered by hexadeoyl triaethyl amoalum bromide 
s@lMtioM ©obtaining some hydrooai'bwm and long chain alcohols^ 
Th© 0*M,Ga decreases momotonically with an increase In 
the concentration of solubilisâtes Thla can be explained by 
considering the incorporation of a hydrocarbon as effectively 
Increasing the chain, length of the U®T®A®Ba moleculeo
Droplets of solubili^ sat® formed below the OoMoOo causing 
a vast Increase in the light scattered by solubilised systems « 
Above this concentration the micelles are of fixed compoBition- 
The increase in micellar weight of a soap on solubilisatio 
la accounted for not only by the incorporation of hydrocarbon 
in the paraffin interior but also by an increase in the number 
of detergent moleoul©© per micelleg. With polar additives
the lowering of the association number on oolublllsatlon ie
attribute# to replacement of some of the soap molecules by 
additive*
Diffi@ulti©B are eneoumtered with benzene as the 
eolubili^ate due to its appreciable water aolubilitjo An 
estimate hae been made of the benzene partition coefficient 
between mleellea and water though difficulties arise with 
the adoption of a suitable mlcellar model for these 
calculâtloBS e
fh@ long chain alcohola octanol and deeanol are not 
completely solubilised below the visible saturation limit for 
solubilisation® This is thought to be due to their proximity 
to the aqueous layer®
Hill 02. mîsiSo4i«»oiÆnsr.5.*e.î&‘Cs«^4î=a[tstnMr2îiirK»:
The thesis has been presented in two parts:-
Part, la Comprises some of the past work on detergent solutione 
and the difficultlee encountered in the interpretation of the 
results from light scattering by these solutions^together with 
results obtained from an attempt to develop a new method of 
determining the s1e@b of micelles in-detergent solutions, 
Involving the polymerisation together of all the molecule© 
in a ml©ell®o The experimental results are discussed in the 
light of current knowledge in the field of detergent eolutionae
Part,, IIo Oompriaee the results and discussion of an 
investigation into the phenomenon of solubilisation by mean© 
of the light scattered by detergent solutions containing 
organic additIveso
mBT le
œ s S M i t i o i
# The properties of aqueomm aolutlomsB of paraffin 
ohalm salt© have beam the subjeet of extensive study for 
many year© @ McBain (l).'firat noted thmir rausiial behaviour 
from the ohaervatlom that the oonduotlvity of soap© œ a  
Oon@idorahly greater than would be expected from their 
oamotio aotlvltvn' E@ suggested that this could he explained 
Im t©M® of the formation of oolloMal aggregates ^ or ionic 
micellee: In solution* It is now generally aooepted that abov,; 
a certain ©onoemtratlon paraffin ohaln ions in solution are 
aggregated into mleelle® ^ though there la still rauoh 
imoertalmty Im ta© detailed interpretation of the properties 
of thee® aolutlone. They have been fomd to exhibit 
interesting phenomena obeying general physical prlnoiplee but 
ar© aot^ ms yet? open'to.precise quantitative interprétâtlorn?
The ©peelal properties of loml^ detergents are à 
result of the duallstlo nature of their moleeulêa ? the 
paraffin ehalm being'hydrophobic mm# the iomi© end group, 
hydrophilico Th© lomlo group makes th® salts soluble in water
while th® hyârophohio tall opposes molecular dlapoi'Blom 
beeaus® of th© Iwg© Imterfaclal temslom b@tw©em paraffin 
and water g9 ©rg@/^^s)o The dlpole-dlpol© forces 
between water molecule© are much greater than the van d@r 
Waale^'Lomêom forces between paraffin chains and the dlpol©'^ 
induced dipole forces between water and paraffin* Th© 
result iii that ©n dissolving paraffin chain salts in water? 
clustera ©f paraffin chain ion© are squeezed together hj 
the surroundImg water moleeulea ? the ionic teads forming 
round th® periphery of the mlcelle@
At extremely low eomcemtratlons the paraffin chalm 
salt© behave as strongelectrolytes^ The micelle formation 
sets In at a rather definite eomeentratlon called the 
critical micelle comcemtratlom (OoMmO@) which Is indicated 
by a change in the solution properties ©ueh as
surface temalomg, electrical conductivityg, vapour pressure and 
specific volumeo fh© O^ lloCo is generally determined by the 
point of Interaeotion of lines extrapolating some property 
of th© system from below and from above the region of
The subject of mleell© struotur© warn 
being very actively developed about 2$ years ago* At 
that time a number of models had been proposed g each having
it© etauBüh defend©reo The current views oa micelle 
architecture, shared by moat of th© leading investigators 
in this field ? seem© to be that several different mieellasf 
structur©© are poeeible and in fart exist® Which of thee© 
©trurturem exist© in any particular.system depends entirely 
om the parameter© of th© ©ystem* Thee® Inelud© the chemical 
nature of th© colloidal ©leetrolyb©,^ th© solvent? and any 
other component© of the system @ue!i a© ©alts @ ©olubilig?@i. 
materialp temperature and ooneentration of each component 
Among the different types of mioelle which have W @ n  
poatulated the two most widely supported are the spherleal 
and lamellaro
(2) proposed the ezlsteme# of ioai© ml©©11©a 
eezmletlmg of about 3 or % ,moleeul#a along with neutral 
lamellar'typee® The basis for theme postulates is to be 
found isi th© separation of @oap Into and neutral
mioellom (due to the inoluelon of th®, gegen lone) by 
ultrafiltration claimed by McBaim and Jenkins (3)? the
kdecrease Im conduotahce observed beyond the O .M oG A  and the
shape of the diffusion ooeffiolemt oonoemtratlom curve (W? 
which 8how0 a pronounced minimum at the OoM.Qo<) It was found 
that when potassium Murat© ani ©odium oleat® solutions 
were ultrafiltered? through pore© smaller ttoa 75 dla*g,
th© filtrate® had approximately eoastant concentration « 
IrreepectiTO of th© initial concentration of the Bolutioiio 
It was claimed that the larger neutral micelles are tma'fele 
to pa©® through the filter* However the fact that only 
the smaller species can pass through- is- no proof at all 
of the existence of neutral micelles* If one make® the 
reaBonablc assumptlom that above the C*M$Co th© momomerlc 
ion comcaatratlon Is approximately equal to the CoM* Co value, 
then the ccmeemtratlorn of th© filtrate ©hould be that of the 
CoM@C@ and should remain constant» Aa the alngl© species 
are removed more of th© mloall©® must dissociate to restore 
the micelle"'^MRomomeric ion equilibrium* The minimum in the 
dlffusicm coefficient curve can also b© explained In terms of 
an ioni;sed spherical micelle without recoure© to a neutral
(5) ha@ also Inferred th® presence of two types
mlcelle? mainly from Iraj diffractlorn studies* At 
moderate to high 'oonoentrationa a long'^spaelng diffraction bam# 
appear#,, which Htauff has attributed to th© presence of 
lamellar, micelles 6 As the oomeemtrmtlom of paraffla-ohalm 
Balt Im decreased ? the spacing Imerems©# ' (interpreted as 
Inclusion of water between the layer© of paraffim-ehalm low) 
and the Intensity of the hand decrease©q By plotting the 
iiffraetioiE toteraity agalmst th© oomoemtrat 1 om emd 
©xtrapolatlMg to ^ero imtemsityg Stmmff concludes that the 
lamellar micelle exista o'mly at high ©omeotratiome bmû that 
the colloidal effects observed at lower oomeemtratloma are 
due to a ©mall spherical micelle® Berylehl&m (6,7) has 
suggested s however? that there is o%?ij @b© type of micelle 
smd that the. long spacing diffraction tmmû is due to am 
imtomi©®!!® spacing whioh oalj appeafa after the comcentratlom
of reaehes a eertalm limiting value* Mattoom?
Bteamm, and Harkiiae (8) ? (9) agree with this and present as 
©videmee a @©oond long spacing band which they attribute to 
the single micelles*
A icatiosi of MoBaims lamellar micolie was proposed
by Phillppoff (10) o It is suspect' however In that there is
considérable ©xposure of the paraffin portion of the 
micelle to the water* Even at high oomeentratioms? In 
the anlBotroplo regions.this is very doubtful* Onmseriou© 
objection to th© proposal of a lamellar mioelle Im dilute 
solution 1& that being isicrocrystalliM it would be formed 
with a large negative entropy change# Thie is not in 
agreement with experimental data*
Hartley (11)' believe# that the properties of solution® 
of paraffin*“olmim ealte are explainable with the as sumption 
of only O M  type of micelle. If one tallies into account tli® 
large Interlonle effebte due to the eleotrioal ohaz^ ge 
of the micelle® o Ab experimental ' ©vldehee of the 
exlmtenq© of large interionio effects? he refera to 
measurememte of eleétrlcal oomduetlvlty at high frequemoie® 
(12) and at high field strengths (13)? Both of thea® 
InvestigatiomSp.while not oonoluslv©? indicate th® existence 
of large intwlonio effoots* Prom his' evldenoe Hartley 
cornelué0é that the Moelle is -ephCTlcml with an essentially 
liqul#""llke arrangement of th© paraffin ehaine in the 
interior protected by the ionic groups round the periphery! 
To support his theory he pointa out ;(li|.) that there la no '
ladlcatlom of in oonduetlvity of a freohl;
diluted solution of a oolloldal eloetrolyte^hence there 
earn b@ no elaborate organisation in the micelle to effect 
a delay in formation»
Further iadioation of a mon crystal like mloell© 
rest© la the. fact that the ,1© mot ©pacifie for the
matuz"® of the gegeaiom and depends very little on the mature 
of the end group and that mlcell©© form equally readily when 
salt© with different end groups of like elga or different 
gegem lo%8 are mixed* Diffusion and
ultraoeatrifuge (19) measuremente Imdloate mioéllar r&dli 
whioh are in agreement with exp4otatlom from the apherloal. 
micelle* Thua? the direct e%p@3"i%@ntal evldenoe as to the 
8l^@ of the micelles indicates, at l@ast at comoentratioma 
juat above th® QoM*Go? a, micelle radius approximately equal 
to th© length of the paraffin ion# A mieelle of thi®
having Interior density equal, to that of a liquid 
parafflzi would c wit aim about gO lone in .the oa@© of a 
twelve carbon chain and about 90 for a -sixteen carbon chainc 
MoBalm frequently expresBed'objection to the Ionise# 
©pherioal micelle of Hartley on tlm grounds that such a
mlOGlle should have a conductivity greater than that 
of the single speeleo? being the number of single speeiea 
Im th© mieell©» Hence? McBsln argued? the eomduetanee of 
a colloidal ©lectrolyte should not decrease? above
the The rejection of the Hartley micelle om these
ground# resulted from a misconception of what Hartley 
implied In hie spherical micelle $ namely a partially charged 
micelle .In which gegenlon reduced the total charge of the 
micelle from n units to some smaller value %:o Vam Rysselhergh. 
(20) showed that such a mlccll© would have a molar conductaneg) 
9/A Th© conductance of a given solution comtalnlng 
micelle# with charge%an,d slg© m would therefor© W  
3C^/ V  times that of th© sam® "solution containing th© 8olut%
SI
as slmgl# loim* Thla ratio will certainly be greater thmti 
unity  ^but if % Oo2n 'the ratio ia of th©
order of unity for n 100 and can aeeume very email valuee 
for % 0«ln even when n 100»
IWhy© and Anacker (21) and later Trap and Hermans . (22)^  
on the tesis of light scattering data obtained with and 
Gi® quaternary ammonium compounds in the preseaca of salt '
produce# ©vldenoa for a rod-ahaped micelle with a length 
of several Mmdred Angstroms » In thla model the ions 
are arranged about a oylindrloal axl# with tails pointing 
Inward and heads pointing outwards Thla miloelle ? whloh earn 
be formed by lateral clistenaion of a Hartley micelle? 
fits w©ll with theoretical oaloulationa on energy of 
formation» However their measurement# were made close to
the salting out region of their detergent and there is a
possibility that they were determining the partiel© weight 
of orystallites of detergent rather than mlo@ll08o
papers by Tartar (23) pureulng
the theory of Elevens and Earkln# (2$) r@%)ort etudlee on
mloellar molecular weight© of 21 detergent© with chain length 
of 8 to 16 carbon atoms* Sulphateg. mulphonate and ammonluFi 
types w © M  studied by light eoatterlmg ©leotrloa]. conductance 
and diffuelom technique©» The ahapea were found
to vary from eplierieal to oblate epheroii? depending on the 
chain length and area boeupied per polar group on the surface* 
On© dimension the aemiaxi^ “ does not exceed the maximum 
et retched out length of the hydrooar bom chaîna * The
interior of the micelles was in a state of disorder
“ U'
except for the apaolng arrangement'^'the chain due to the 
polar end groups»
The evideno©' for the inoluGlom of gegen ion© in the 
micelle i® ooMidérable» Aggregation of ions all of on©
0iga would lead to an increae© in eonêimtano® (1) ? whereas 
the equivalent oonduetane©' Im usually observed to fall above 
th# Gv-tMoO® o The transport number of the gegen ion la 
sometime# negative (26) owing to the transference of attache,! 
gegTO ioM hj the micelle in the opposite direction from tlieir 
mot lorn when fr@©o The yellow colour of ©.queouB solutions 
of eetyl pyridiniùm iodide (2?) is attributed to a firm 
attachment; between the Iona* Mght scattering measurements 
glye'.-an 'ldea of the order of m&galtWo of the residual
The ©vldenc© eomeernlng th@ arrangement of th© paraffin^'
chain® in the micelle is mo far Inoonolu®ive» Hartley ill') 
has argued for a random arrangement-<8imilar to liquid 
paraffin.both on the basis of probability and from a 
oonsldoration of the lack of specificity in the solubilisation 
of waterMnaoluMe organic moleoulea by aqueous solutions of ■ ' 
paraffin chmln salts » Similarly Corrte. '(28) hae found that
the relatlomahlp between the amount; of oil dissolved and 
the Imereaee In Xray spacing iB in 8ome?<^ hat 'better' agreement 
with a spherical micelle 1,8* random internal grouping 
than th# eyllndrioal model*- The fact that the Xray spaolmg 
however only indicates that there is am ■ 
enlargement of th©'micelles oi% ©olubl libation » 1© direct
evldeW© 4%aa b# formed from these measurements to support 
any single mleelle 'shapeo
We earn conolude from the abdv'e (^owlderatloma that the 
©xietene® of Hartley mi eel lea ? aonsistxiig of rather email 
spherical.or ellipsoidal clusters of monomers? in 
detergent eolutiona is fairly well ©mtabllshedo It is 
probable t&mt at higher oonoentrmtioms.or under the Imfluenc/ 
of added electrolyte? different type® of micelle exist? 
depending on ooadltlons and that trèneitloms from one type 
to ^ another type can ocour*
Several ss‘gü.Bî©nts have b@@n 
advaaeW to support the assumption that all micella® in a 
soap aolutlon® have appoxlmately the #ame sise and that thi© 
el®© does not depend much cm eon'e'ehtrat lorn »
In 19l{,9 Debye (29) outlined m genwal theory of micelle
formation^ This theory Intended to explain why mioelleB 
do not grow Indeflziltely and separate out as mi ordinary 
phase® Debye assumed that the were disc shaped
and that as th© mioell© grows each entering detergent ion 
release# th© ©am© amount of hydrooarbom'^ehalm adheeional 
energy^ so that this energy is proportional to the else of 
the micell©e H© derived that the total work of assembling^ 
th® mlwll© is
W © WWt'’! ©4fJ3 5'®-@^(4i#e>*ri®'sp*® ( X )
where 1 Is the number of detergent 1 ona in the ml eel 1@ g V/m 
is the work of hydrooarhom^'ohalm adhesion and W@ la a constant 
which relatCB to work done against eleetrostatlo rephlslon of 
the lomle head groupa « Plotting W againg^t M glvea a eurv© 
with a minlmumo Dèby© eonsldered the valu© of M at which 
the minimum oeoura to apeelfy the stable mieelle si%© since 
^work la required to inereaa© 0%'' deoreae© the equilibrium 
number
In deriving equation 1? the effect of geganions in 
8Greening the ©leetroatatie repulsion "between head groups 
la negleeted® Eobha (30) attempted to refine the theory by
1 3  o
taking Into aooount the effect of the gegenlon atmosphere@ 
but mathematical diffieultlee prevented the development
of general ©quationso Reich (31) and Hemana (32) have 
raised several objections to the above theory* firstly 
the stable micelle size (or alise distribution) must be that 
which result# in minimum free energy for the eystemo This 
Is quite different from the criterion of minimum free 
energy per micella « Also growth of micelles will involve 
a âecMas® in the number of independent partlelea in the 
system a&%d hence will Involve a decrease in total entropy* 
This 1# omitted in Debye %  treatment % lastly the energy 
of hydrooarbom ohalm adhesion per ion must imereaae the 
micelle grows# If it remained oometaat as Debye assumes » 
growth' beyomd dimer sigse would not occur,. Els assumption 
that Wh Im ©onetant appeared to lead' te a preferred micelle 
elise only beeaus© of the Inoorreet mimimlgiatiom of energy 
per micelle instead of energy of the aymtemo
Of late mieelles have been Weated 'theoretlotilly as a 
product of the reaction of single molecules to form oluaters 
with mi aseociated equilibrium constant (31p33)« Shinoda and 
other# (3I&.38) have ooneidered mloell©# to b@ a different
Ik
phase and the thermodyaamloa of phase equilibria Is invo]
Ho eve and Bans on (39) and Aranow (%0) have studied the 
Btatisrfeieal mechsnies of ml cellar systems using Hillhs 
theory of physical eluatere and the ensemble natural
for constant temperature g preaeurt? and quantity of solvent # 
Shinoda^B energy calculations for the micelle ^phase^ are 
related to the energy change Involve# in adding or removing 
a molecule from the most probable micella« Aranow points 
out that this relationship display© the reason for the sueeas 
in some ealeulations of theories which postulat© only a 
eingl© micelle slg©; only the most probable micelle need 
he conalderW in any oalculatlon Involving chemical potentials 
Statistically the development of a cluster theory for Ionic 
detergents is attended by certain difficulties which ' are 
part of the general problem of electrolyte theozy* There te 
for Inetaace the necessity of assuring weak Interaction amo% 
the members of the statistical ensemble %vhlle allowing the 
number of molecules of a charged speclea to vary from 
to Inflïilty, Glearly-p the condition e^ clsta that some members 
of th@ eneembl© will have infinite cha3?gc and in this case will
v/ith other members of the ensemblem 
In spite of the difficulty la deriving theoretically 
a marrow micelle distribution there la some experimental 
evldem## In favour of moHOdiepersity«."■“*
(a) the electrical' conductivity can b© explained 6n the 
assumption of a single mlcellar ®is© (l|2)
(h) the effect of comcentratioa on light acatterimg is very 
similar to that observed in eolutlom of macro - molecules 
wher# th© solute has a molecular weight independent of the 
comcentratiomo The ii^terpretatiom- of the light scattered 
by detergent eolutione however^ complicated by charge 
effect# which makes it diffucult to eonclud© an,ythimg definite 
about'the micelle distribution from the light scattering 
(c) Phllllpa (6^.3) has found comstamt values for the ionic 
product lEa'']! % Imonomer jl Im solutions of mi amonic 
eoapô - Since his calculation is baaa.é on the assumption that 
only one micollar weight occurs g it la tempting to conclude 
conversllyt) that hla results confirm thl0 aeaumptlomo
Whem a beam of light passe© 
through a. medium it sets up osolllatlmg eleotrle moments 
Im the particles compoalmg it* These act as secondary aouroo^ 
of radiation whioh has the same wavelength ae the incident 
radlatl#mg thus prodoeing scattered lighto Some of th© 
absorbed radiation la used to raise the mol@eul©a to higher 
energy states o This is re-emit ted as Eamam lines of 
different wavelength, The imteneity of this radiation is 
usually several orders of magnitude ejmll©r than that of 
the moat'tered light end may be neglectedo
The calculation of the aoatt©ring by a Bjstem may 
approached' im. two ways* Th© first ie by treating the Bcatter 
a0 tW' reault of statistleal fluctuâtions of demBlty and 
oonoeatratlom oa%aslng fluctuatiom in the optical dielectric 
constant % This Fluctuation Theory, of light «=seatterlrgwa8 
developed'by. Blzieteim (t(ji)e Smoluohowski (Ig-S) and othez's 
and vie -foimd most uaoful for systemB .of lateraotimg part i d  
as In liquid# amd oonoentrated solution# p_ The other method 
is by oaloulation of the scatter from each independent
particle followed by eummatiom over all the particles
. , ■ /
taking into accourxt the Interference pr.odùeing phase
This 1# termed the Iziterferemce Theory and 
was developed by Rayleigh (k6L while 0lBm (i$.7) showed 
its applleatlom to dilute nom'-lmteraetlng solutions of high 
polymer# @ The principal aBBumptlom in the Imterfermioe 
Theory 1# that the eeatterlng particles are sufficiently 
far from each other for their relative positions to be randoia... 
The ©xist'^ ne© of a high degree of order in liquida has been 
demonstrated and the loea in Intensity due to destructive 
Interference can be oonaidemble (about gO^) ^ Tims 
the Fluctuation Theory will be considered in detail along 
with r@levent sections of Hajleigh'^ ’e treatment a
Vifhem.' the particles comprising <3.n ideal gas are subjected 
to am electric field such a# that'assoelated with a light 
wave having a field strength of a dipole la set up 
in the particle the magnitude of which is proportional to V4r-
AM' £'-*^  ^Of \\  e ® o o % O 4# C  ^ @ O O 0  ^ al CÏ) 9) 'j) o Fÿ 1) o O  ^ O O C) o dS, /
where ab^ tha proportionality constant ie termed the 
polarlsabllit^ of the particle*
T W  equation for such an electric field may be %?ritten
E 53 -EC 008 2TT(^t -$)..cc'co:?occo,opooc*oo*ooooo (g)
where 3Clm the particle co-ordlimte In the direction of 
propagation^ A is the m^avelemgth of the ligh t t  the time^ 
the fk^equemoy and E© the amplitude* The field is period"
and a n  oscillating dipole 1b  p r o d u c e d
p £«3 lî@' OOa 2 b* ( & '^‘^])®Æ>ei/D!tt»y6so©ooooooo«o«oïtaoC^ -|'i
Such &m oscillating dipole is a source of radiation the
amplitude of which E# 1# proportional to o ir
r from this dipole which is largeslier a dlmti
eomnare# to the wavelength of the lights the value of Em) 
he proportional to ein 0^  where 0^  ^ is the angle 
g;he axis of thé dlpol© ami the line from the partlole;^  
h at distance r* Also Em will vazy inversely 
as r, 'Ided r is very much greate%" than Ao
.a ..... „...« ... f?/
Es o( S-UlIÙl
S’
It cam h# ahow that the prop art; 1 onal 11 y. constant in t.hi 
1
 ^G Is the velocity of light so that
mm
r
ooa. 2-1Ï ( t- I f-i O O O O O O f.
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T W  quantity measured e%p@rlm0ntal3.y la the Intensity^ 
ivhleh 1# proportional to the squar^ a of the amplitude or field 
strength averaged over one period of vlbratlono Prom equation#13
' o
and (S) 6) lè the iiitensity of the incident beam and Is the 
Intengity of the aeattered beam are obtained* The ratio of
these two quantities is.
c=a^jj»-«aiœ^-=w>=vcj=fcb;ES!ŒiMîL^«&-,Tt»-.î^  ^ *©0' f e©OOOOOOOaOOOOCi ûOOO^ J
wher© Ag, the wavelength of light in vacuo replace# % o
The amgulaz' dependent© of the aeattered light may be
B®®n more clearly from fig® (l)» The incident wave la 
Bhowm a® plane polar la ed in the XI plane® If the incident 
beam 1# the soatterlng will oonsiat of two
polarloed eomponenta* loy - loe polarised along the Y and  ^
directions9 them lo-Ioy-^Ios and the total scatter 
will b@ given by
I# 8  ^ (slm^ 0@) OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO i H Jf
lo
The laat factor la equal to so the eeatteri^ '^ g
at 90® is wholly plane polarised and Imereaae# eymmetrloally 
with 0 to twlo© the value at 0-0® ani .160® when the 
polak^ljgatlom vamlshea* This is true only as long as the
w
1«aA
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/"~\ /"A J^
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particle# are completely Isotropic* When the scattering 
pai'ticleB az'e anlstroplO) the 8eat"5@ring at 90° Is no 
longer completely vertleally plaae^'polarieed but reinforced 
by am additional horizontal eomponemt# The ratio of the 
horlmomtal to vertical component la called the.depolarlsatlom
/C> ® iJi " £„™LLi:.™l here e.g. I vh is the
I Y I W  I hVe
horizontal component of the scattered light caused by the 
vertical component of the incident light etco Gabannee (I4.8) 
laae evolved a correction factor to be
included in the final equation to account for depolarieation^ 
For solution# the depolarisation 1@ uekally rather strongly 
dependent om the concentration^ Ihdicating interaction between 
the solute particles* Ooneequently^» th^ are is no theoractloal 
reaeon for applying the Gabannes factor to scattered 
intensities at finite c one eat rat 1 one The correct method 
is to extrapolateyO to zero concentration^ oalculte at
0-0 and apply this correction to the moleoular weight, In 
the detergent# studied In this investigation the observed 
depolarisation is small and varied from 0*9$ to unity*
2 1
In almost all eases It was consequently neglected in the 
final analysiso
It can be shown that IM. where © is the
dielectric constant and 1 the number of molecules per .G..e« 
Also- from Maxwella electromagnetic ©quations ©-n® where 
n la the refract ive index of the - material
1. M O»®0®0S«i >©©©«i «><9®<P©0e00Ci »0Ci ®4S£S0<>(0j
!3?he solution
may be divided into elements of volume qV* whose line 
may be divided into elements of volume qVg whose linear
dimen#iomm are email compared with the wavelenght of lights
of which there are 1 per OoO* i^ ©®.
M W 1 o©ooooo&OffiOe'O<ii0®i»fls>&!»jt©®est.os'O<fOooeo-fto\9i
The variable of eompoaitlon 1# the oonoentratlon of 
solute averaged over all the solution® The fluctuating 
concentration G in a volume element may b© written as 
0 0^ 4- <|c.
wher® OG may be positive or nega’tiv®» Da© to this fluetuation 
Im cosMaatration there will be fluetaatioas in the
polarisablllty o
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SubstttutiBg in ©quation (6) fora(w@ obtain the 
equation tor scatter from euoh a volume element «
I8 16 Tr"
0000000©0(BOk
Î0 „
Sjspaadirag (o(,®- -fjjoC)® , the oaly term which is
to the solution and sine® îî ”
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ie the average value of 
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Again for solution a# opposed to solvent only
^ G iB unique to the solution sinoe
6 G / ^ 9P
the seatter from the solvent ie subtrsoted from that of the
ao 1 utione If©ing equat 1 on (8) «
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from equation (11) and (13)
© * « i « i ® ® o A o « i o ® t & o e6 |, 1£|> J
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( ^ G)
wher© ( is the average value of ( (^ 0)'^ * This quantity
depend© on the way the Gibbs free Energy of the solution 
varies with conoentration® It can be shown that
ciiz^STsrctasris'GKSia
 ^^ % «3 Eg - (f 'i 't
ITdk
where k is Boltzraarm% Constant and G io the Gibbs Free 
Energy «,
If and n@ are the number of mol@s of solvent and
,tz= .
solute respectively in a volume jV sm.d^3, andT^ are the 
partial molal volumes then^
By definition dG dn^ . w h e r e a r e
the ohemioal potentials of solvent and Afolute respectively;, 
and M the molecular weight o
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where 0 Is the angle between the Incident and scattered
The equation relating ohemloal potential to oonoentratlon 
may be written as
© '% f
yW& “A  « = ffl ¥s®C ( I -f BO 4 ■ CCf 4 ) .... (19:
where 0 ia the concentrâtIon of the solut© of molecular 
sight M®' Differentiating wr/s Os-
RT V 1
/
- in dilute. Bolutl
I#
m
pA-vwa. fzwtpwm
M s? 1
(1 4' 008= Q }.C
4 2BC + ICC® ❖.,.,)
Since for d "GionB the usual way of
representing thie equation is to defIna the quantlt^ r
%8Z
uh'8 "Rayleigh Ratio and
write ^ itù
1
Mss
4:'
4* 2B0 3 0--©e>*Æj®ooe’O O o o o c ‘e » e s o o * (21)
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- ?’&© first to
indicate the applicability of the light meattering method 
to detergent solutlone wae Debye (29@^ .9) o Ee modified 
equation (El) by using the turbidity factor T^i#ieh 
is ©s'sentially the extinction coefficient in om"^ ' XdJ
—T'vthe fluctuations in concentration* and I - lo.e ' î? -6iB the 
optical path length through the scattering medium*
It ean b© shown (i|.9) timta for Eoqo
11
''1^ s
A
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I6îr Eeo
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se equation 121) may \m written in the for#
^ n.„ -5- 2BC
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The BXiQonû virial eoefflclent B is a meaeore of the 
déviation from idealityo In very dilute soap solutions 
the Blattering la no greater than that of waiter ‘but on 
raising the eonoentration above G,, (the CoMoOo) the 
turbidity rapidly inoreases* By replacing the ooaeentration 
term 0 by (O^ Oo) and plotting the reduced turbidity
against (G^ Go) Debye found that linear plots“Go)<csiC3f!;r4:r rfTiser vstm
can be obtained ^ the interceiDt of which P’ivee? 9 themlif,
rooiproeal of the micellar weight© Thie ie equivalent 
to regarding the solution at the G*E*G« as the solvent and 
the concent rat1om of soap in excess of the OoMoG® as the 
0olut@G Thie treatment cannot b# considered as complete 
sinoe it deals with micelles as if they were uncharged 
polymerso
EeaentlMyselrss CS’Q^SIdSE) and Hutchinson (5 3 ) have 
elaborated the theory ^^ omewliat further hj trying to oaloulate 
the ©ffeet of charge on the râleellesi, Hutchinson y while 
recog,uisiing that the micelle is charged in water*, believes 
that it becomes uncharged in aqueou© salt solution#* For
uncharged mleellee the effect of the monomeric ions may be 
lumped with that of the oolvent and neglected In the 
caleulatlon of mloellar weightsc. Myselà^ on the other hand^ 
points out that the micelle of ionic surfaotants is in fact 
highly charged both in water and in the presence of salt^as 
shown by its high electrophoretia mobility* He argues that 
the ohas^ ge tende to reduce thé extent of the fluctuations ^ 
that the pi^ esence of monomeric ions reduces the optical 
efficiency of the fluctuati«tS and that the equilibrium between, 
monomeric ion® and charged micelles affects the concentration 
of mpmomer beyond the GoMoOo*
Probably the most lucid and complete treatment of light 
Beat te ring in detergent solutions taking account of the 
effect of charge on the micelles^ was provided by Prlns (gk)
In his study of some long chain sodium alkyl “ 1 sulphates 
Some of hi® theory is outlined belowS"-
He aeauraec! that the degree of association :a is the same 
for all micelles (ice, a narrow distribution)o In view of the 
fact that the electries^ldouble layer astound the nioelleB consists
mainly of an excess of counter i^ns he as^ u^mee that a fraction 
(l-'p/^ ) of'the counter lorn® is bound ^ to the mieellar surface<
fkeacô ©omtfnv ion© do mot' eomtribut© im#@peadently to the
light ©»tt©red ainoo their fluctuation® are very aiuall
iua to the strong field romlcl the mio©Il©o
After applying. the general mult io Opponent- flu'qt nation
theory^ ' ©long ©imilar lime© to that presented earlier hut
with til© added ©oE4pll'oatioh of charge h© obtains the/
following ©quàtiomo
_ 1 ;  ^ » c-co
GTirE7.:3ï=n7?«^4t.-sç;ti ,;%=csaa K 1  f ^  j/  I f O ' o'® O * «■ t‘î (AP.J
a.00 V '  '
a S3 t*
îvni n«ri'
1 and h% - (1 /L - ©< ) 5^ and oC
and Me have already been definedo 
Ib th® ©aae p equals zero w® have a completely uneht^ r.gei 
midell© and (2%) reduces to the well known formulas
8#) 1
£^iTï^CsïPtJa3irsiî:r:i*jCï=T'ï=sjL» *=^<
m ©  fact that US,.SilL vermiiB %8-Go) is ueually a
, “I"" ' .
Btmight line in dilute aolution© Is suhetàntial evidenee
in favour of an ideal mpmodlaperm© middle equiliteiumo
The intercept and ©lope of this lin© give two equatlbne for
^/L which may then b© determined separately*
Further complications arise with the addition of a 
a alt to til® xaieellar aolntlon*
If 14. s CO Co of monomer ion®^Wo - eonco of water 
moleoulemg - of a alt ion© added | Mn - noo of
mlcelleg;%  the refraetiv© index of th# ©alt Bolution and n%
the r©fra@tiw index of the detergent solution# k -
'b% 91% h®torm°^miû  ^ 2 M<) - 2W^b% Msh®
Brin© evolved the following equation,
H(O-Co) ^ 1 I  ^^   ^ ^ p(2H,+N«)\
c  o  *  e  '1, t-.
(aij.-Ms) Mn ■ I (ZUx -i- Mb)
f? V  ^
rilt-yï
Wkem ®alt is added to a solution with a low CoM^Go 
C-Wi) the -salt concentrâtion Ws boqb heeomee much larger 
than the momomer concentration . Eq c (25) then taker 
the simpler forms
B- / \ n
(O-Go) I p(p4-'l) - p I Ms IV V*L7 ^ 1
£&i’" I ' bm/ GgM
L „  V  J
where M» is the molecüwlàr weight of the salt and 0^  the cone
31.
A© la the preeeedlag ease it i© po©Bible to determine p aacl 
n separately from a eom'biaatioa of latereept and el ope ^
Beyond a salt coaoaatratioa it is foimd^experimentally^
that th© ©lope ie praetloally wstq that p - 0 In the
above ©quatlorn* In tliia case the intercept givèe ■ the oorreet 
mlcellmr weight * Prine applied a further correctlorn that is 
f^r mieellar solutions caweé by the restriction la 
fr©eJ.om- of the micelle# as a result of double layer repuls lorn# 
Thie gives- the micelles an apparent volume much greater than, 
their actual one* The effective dlame%@r D ie determined 
by the condition that the eleotrostatie. repulsion of the- 
double layers ©quala when the distance between the two 
centre© ie Ds, The volume excluded per micelle is found to 
bo
In©©griming the-above term in the equation for the system, 
waterm^leelles-momomer giveso
I! / \
H(C'-Oe) 1  ^(p(p'M> ^ 8'Vm^M \
*S3=tnj%r==ci===rr;:V}JT 5 ^ x» * g^F--f-trr^ |
\. 2n,0oJ:)3.11e h % W h x  I
>.» *“'■-1 /
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where m -ÿ / W - total, mmber of detergent molecule!
^ / 3
Prom thlB result it la seen that tli© slope of H(G%Go}
vereum (G«*Co) la determined hj a ocharge » term and an 
excluded, voluaie term* By asaumimg somewhat arhitary value© 
of p - 10 and m - 1-00 for dodaejl sulphate Prine calculated 
that til© excluded volume term i© ©mailer than the charge 
term but that its Gmiaeion is- not allowed« This leads to 
the conclusion that it is Impossible to measure p and n 
separately from light eoatterijag data above a© suggested 
earliere beeaus© a separate calculation of nf m requires 
a knowledge of the J potential of the micelle (Stigter 
(55?5^ )^ ha® found a mean® to calculâte the effectiv© diameter 
D from the potential of the mieell© by anplylng the table© 
of Yeimej and Overbeek (5?) modified in such a way as to 
make them valid for rather email spherical partielee with a 
high surface potential (58) )o Using this more or less
reliable ©etimate.of the excluded volume tern it is possible 
to waluat© p and n l?rom the l-ntereept and slope of the light
©oatt©rlB,g curve * Pii approx ima tely eorreet value for D
may hm obtained isi the following way® The aotua.l rad lue
X- of the supposedly sphorloal micelle may he estimated from
the apparent degree of aseociation hj ©ssuming a density of 1«E
for the mlwlles * Uaing the reel pro eal eharaot eristic length
li of the Debye™HuGk@l theory to BBtlxmte the double layer
&
thiolmeeB we get D - 2r E ® For do^eoyl sulphate the 
more eorre^t value as computed by Btigter (SS) yields 113A® 
for B while thie ap^oxlmation give©lliA°* The mam® oloee 
correepondene© is found for D value© on addition of salt*
One of the most important conelueiona to be drawn 
fron Prine theory is that it oontradieta^ Indeed dir^ provee. 
the theory of Hutohinson (53). who argued that the 
experimentally observed changea in I,In on addition of electrclvk, 
may b# completely due to a decreasing ^degree of ionieation'^  
of til® micelles * Prom the evaluatioBS of p and n and using 
the ap};rozimate D values as ealaulated abov©, Prins showed 
quite definitely that Hutchinsons statement is incorrectf 
the change in Mn feeing mainly due to a change in the degree
of aggregation aoooMpanied "bj B,:a Increase Im mleellar
^8 ImaiGated by the rather involved
thewy pMsented above, light ©catterlBg isi solution# of 
colloidal ©loctroljtes i® far fr «  straight forward* The 
difficulties are ;
E (C-Go)
from am experimental point of view- — =. must be 
aoeuîfately evaluated at low value© of G In order to obtain 
0orre©t value of the imteroant at the GoM^CL Go**
ÏÏBfo3;timat©lj9 it la preeieely im thi$ region that errors in 
E(O-Go) are the largest owing to uBeertaintiopj in the 
exact value of the GoM«Gg., the very low turbidities involve; 
and the dlseooiatlon of micelles at the CoMoGo^
(2) the ionic nature of th© mioell©#» As well as the 
theoretical coneiderations of Prina the fact ttot added 
electrolyte® affect the 8iK@ of the micelles of colloidal 
electrolytes ^ tat have no effect at all on the non-ionic 
detergents.shows the Importance of the alectrie tern in
the farmer ease «
(3 ) the possibility that the mlcellar size does not remalm 
oometant aa the e one entrât i on 1# varied® Instead of altering 
the theory which Is et ill inadequate^ to try and understand 
the complexity of mioellee in dilute solution the suggestion 
that it may be possible to modify the solutions in Buoh a way 
a© to eliminate some of th© difficulties and alloiv for a 
more comela# analysis in the light of present theory we© 
proposedQ. Thi© ,could b© aelrlevecl by utilising onaaturated 
soaps Bueh ae sodium oleat© OH{s(ü%) ^ ÜH(ü%) Gooïjlâp
undeoenyl trimethyl anmoniuo bromide (n*ToA*B@) OH@-OH(cH;j) ^
f " -
M(GHgj)©Br
csa
and sodium undeoenyl sulphate GHs-GH(OHs) sOSOgi fe o
By initiating polyaerieation of the double bonds of th© 
ffioleoulea in each-separate micelle a ^polymleelle ^ may be 
obtained® A solution containing sueh-mieellee would escape 
difficulties (1) and (3) there being ideally no dissociation 
at the theoretical CoMoOco Case (2) could be overcone for 
the carboxylle soape by acidification.after polynarieation and 
extraction of the polymicellar eubetanc© by ether viheii it 
could be investigated in an organic
36
solvent aa mn ordinary polymer* Although not entirely 
BU€Q@Bsiul in Its original eoneeption the idea waa fruitful 
In that it wae, found that <îpoljmie©ile® ° could be formed and 
the results and discussion of light amattering Im such solutions 
are pMsented*
sexseeezil; %f()3X&S ()%% ]L&gr%it;
scattering (21) has mWerllmed the inportaiice of working i^’ith 
pure i@t©rg@ntBo The prea©noe ©f forelgm me.t©rials ea%i 
oomelderBbly modify the properties of Biioellssp espeeiaXlj 
in âilut© solution not far removed from the GoMoCn^ Indeed 
a.lot of the puhliehei data ©n the general properties of 
detergent solutions has been made om Impure and therefore 
lrreproduolW.0 detergentso Gomeidergble oare mie therefore 
taken in the purification of the coaTOTOiallj aTOilahl© 
detergents and in the eyntheeis of the new ©ompomidBo
S W i ™  ©l©at® was ©hosen 
from a series of onsaturated fatty a©lé aoaps being the 
cheapest a M  most easily availableTwo Bmmles were 
employed.» . Tim first was a ©ommeroiaX one from Hopkins and 
Williapis^  purified hj recrystaJJ.ieat.lon from dry ethanol am! 
iraoiitm driedo The other sample wa®, prepared by aeutralieing 
oleifô acid (Fluka puriee) in ©tlmnol with sodium ethozideo
GH^(GE^3)^0E :z» OH(GHm)'?GüOH i^Ea O m ^ - ^ E G O O  Ea EtOE
3 ^  ^ ^ ü
Be^ t. results 'were -obtaiMi by using a slight mcoess of 
th© etliOK'M'©'^  (meaBurei bj phenophtlmlein Indicator) g 
othe^îise the product tended to b© oily êue to unreaoted 
ol0 le m@l#e Th® reaction took plac© at room temperature^ 
amd the white eryetuls of sodlim oleàte were reoryatalllsacl 
from dry ethanol and eubeequently vacuum driedo This sample 
gave the following micro analysiso
gW s; Ylo% ' - 72
^  - 11.3 ° m m u m m à L. fs. - 11.33
oompoimd
was prepared by reacting ehloro-sulphonie aeid with the 
uneaturated alcohol undeoem-l-ol (Pluka purias)
OHg =: GE(GHg)gGHgOE -C- ClSO^H OHg ^ 0H(CHg)g0Hg080,^H
2 5 gms» acetic aoM- and 17 gms® ohJ^oroaulphonio a.cid were 
introduced into the ,reaetioB vessel at 0""g®C with atirrlne
39.
25 gîaSfi. uncl6O0n“”l“=ol waa added gradually over a 30 Lviji« 
period and the whole- talKtnre stirred for a further 30 mine 
at Subsequently the reaction mixture waa poured onto
100 gms« of orushed lee; 75 gme^  of n butanol added and 
the solution neutrailsed with 2W eodium earbornate solutionrs 
and eolid MaEOO^ to keep it .saturated with inorganic sodium 
■tB^
sulphate wae separated with 
.ayer being further extraetei 
but amolp By oonoentratIng
m}â
The neutml sodium alC' 
the butanol layerp the m 
with four mmeealve portions 
the Wtamol emtneaots un~ 
the precipitated inorganie salts seimratW by filtrat 1 onr 
fla® solution was then distilled with a^eotroplo removal of 
the butanol^ by adding water towards the and of eaoli 
distillation® After all the butanol had been removed the 
pH was adjusted to ? and the solutions extracted throughly 
with ether to remove any unsulphosmtad substancec The ether 
im the aqueous solution was removed by concentration under 
vacuum and the solution of sodium undeeenyl eulphate, thus 
obtained evaporated to dryness in a vacuum oven. After
re crystal lisait ion three times from dry acetone micro analysis
on the eompomid gave : 
AGm.m 50.33 ï ï s m m M k glog
8o2
.:L8
detergent was prepared by reacting 1 brom-undecane (Plukapnrim); 
with trlmêthylamine at 0®0o
• ^ 15=>
0H^ CCHg)gCHgB3E-(i' SCCH^)^ "“^ eHjCClgl^CHpHCOH^K Bt
fhs trlmethyl:mlae was âistilleâ from & 33f^  alcoholic
solution under vacuumo It was allowed to bubble via an 
inverted filter funnel through the 1 brom-undecane at 0®0o 
The proclucrt was separated by filtration through a lo^ 3 sinter 
glass fliterg recryetalliead twie© from dry acetone and stored 
In a d0S6i%toro Purity of the compound was checked both by 
micro analysis and by the Mohr titration® This involves adding 
ethanol to a solution of the detergent of lofiown concentration 
to break clown the micelles mimh that it behaves Ilk© a weakr^
1-1 electrolyteo Titration with silver nitrate gives a well 
defined end point using dichloroflucresein as an absorption
inelièatoro fhis enables a cheek to be made on the purity 
of the ©ompoond w.r.to bromine oontento 
Miera analysis gave^
ACM4S ^  55.83 m m m m s M i  #o - 51.2
#E 11, Ig fdi a 11,0
MOliH 'PITRÇa^  98.6^ pas-® w.r.t. Bro*Ais.g3imL:%;'a=:'3:rT:;.%a=A'W3cr/.rer*f] -wMwirCnE)  ^ * *
The disorepeucy between the actual t.nd theoretical carbon 
percentages may be due to a bad analyaia a# the soap apneare 
to be acoaptablj pure w*r^t^ hydrogen ami bromine contents« 
Also the light 8catt@rl% runs did not Indicate the presence 
of ©sstraneoua Impurity, ao the aoap warn considercicl to be 
aa pure as was experimentally possible t© prepareo
Th© preparation of the unsaturated bromide from undeoen-l-ol 
presented some difficulty® Conventional means of 
bromiimtiosi had to be avoided slime any exce®8 of ïIBr would 
lead to bromlnatiom of the dî^ C double imxiû^  An attempt was .
le:: «
mad© to protect it by Bulphonating the alcohol before
broelnatioB thus rendering the mil g»%tp more reactive,
^ CE^ ' reflux in
y / P^ yriciine. 1 gaBr In ae et one
BOpGl Ÿ refluxo
to bmmene GH^^GH (CH- ) oG%Br
The reeultamt compoimd however dii not give a satisfactory 
IoEq apectroanalysi© (comparing the G=^ 0 peaks with the 
©rigtoal alcohol) o After a few attempts thie approach was 
mbam#©me# am# a more direct method ©ought® The most 
successful Involved th© use of PBr^ . in ralight ©xeessp reflux©# 
in dry bemmen# with the alcohol .s. The résultant mixture waa 
pour©# into lee water to remove the excess a© P(OH)extracted 
with ether and dried with anhydrous fe^BO^o Removal of the 
ether and benzene by vac® distillation left a clear vIboous 
liquid whi@h gave a positive bromine test and am loRo 
trace with similar G-0 peaks to it© parent alcoholo
A© wltli ite saturated ooumterpart the alkyl bromide 
was reacted at 0®C with trimethylamiM to give undeeenjl 
trimethylasMomiUm bromide which was recrystallised from 
dry ae©t©h©o
h 3
The reactions may be suwmrised by
I - PBr.. %'8
C aCIylpjOH- pGHc,Br P (OH)
reflm^ in u j.,
benseMo
(CH.).! Ils
OH ^ ^ ^ '-GHCCH^)0H^^® ..0HCCH.-5i! oCHoIî(GH.) .B5?
(à, (Si; Q & 0  ©jp;) ^  ^
The micro mmlysls of this oompoum# gave good agreement with 
theoretical percentages and the Mote titration indicated 
a product 9 7 * pure w®r«t« bromine contento
It is of paramoyat iîHportanee that 
the water imeû In the prepai’utinn of the detergent solution® 
ie optically clear and ae Must free® as is ex-oerimentally 
possible.5. Amy foreign material present in the water solvent 
will immediately b© solubilised by mleel"' ea thus affecting 
their properties® Although organic noB'^olar liquide are 
relatively easy to clarify by filtration through ultrafine 
sintered pyrex glass filters^the affinity of dust Dartieles 
for water i© CGmpura,ble with that of glass making elarificatioa 
by the use of glass filters none too satisfactory® A good 
measure ©f the cleanliness of a solution or solvent is by
tealnlmg the diesymmetrj of the light scattered in ito 
oeeure when the particle which is soatterlmg 
light lias a dimeBsioh eomnarable with the wavelength of 
light in which case interfaremee occurs betweea the
light waTO8 eeatteimd from different parts of the particleo 
The TCBislt of this ie to redye© th© imtemeity of light 
Beatt©red at aaj angle & other than B - 0® The
try P(0) is,d©f:
in this p(©)  ^ Amy obaerved d la0y%metry
in water must therefore be due to suapencled duet particles..
By meaauri'Bg the scattered Imtenmitiea at 135"^ and 90^ ' 
for various water aamnles purified in different ways the most 
eatiefa^tcry method was ©elected on the basi© of the lowest 
and the lowest scatter at 90^?
The dl©symmetry and Igg value© tabulated; below are 
averaged over a number of water ©amplest
giMÿagMC3^.T»c m aTy.rrg^>*?^tn»»vjv^>tt-jfcggsratitf»nif^a
Water Bample®
A Bistill©#
B 'Betowl^ eû
0 Dimtllle# anol o©ntrlfug©d
D Distilled and paeee# 
throaagh miHipoTO filter
A 35
a
2«,1
a.g
If, 12
1 ■ Delomlm©# and pas
Milîîpore filter |>Tjg.T^'?fWTafr‘it;LHi&rrJCfa»cma.‘ir»j*pTjtf-ir^rai?*a:^'
J.. yu
Arbitrary 
Unitso
13ol
15 o2
10 o 9
10 oS
I0o6
Millipor® filter© canslet of a cellulose aster membrane 
thr ougk which the water ie forced preferably by applying 
pressure above the filtering membraneA© ie apparent there 
ie little to choose between the lust three teehniqueSp the 
diseymmetry being close to unity Im' ©aoli. oaee® Einoe a 
large q.uaatitj of water was require# .-method E was 
eventually ehoaen® Filtration ©an b@ made a continuone 
procès8 while eentr'ifugation has to b© done in batches and 
is much more tedioueo Deionisation was carried out on an 
Ion exchange èolum»
l i f e
It 10 aa experimeatally observed fa@t tWt dilute ©alt 
Bolutiügw are nore eaÈHy cleaned than pur©, water® The 
intemsitj of scatter from a number of K B:e solution© which 
had b@@m clarified by centrifugation was plotted against 
eoao@mtrm^l«o Extrapolation of thie graph to ^ero ©alt 
CO no ©at rat ion gave a valu© of ^ for pure water® 
IndeM t W  solvent scatter for some of the runs 
earn© olos© to this value whieh was oomsidered to be th@ 
limit of ®©l€iajxlinese 0 which comM h© obtained «
GmâM^tj%Èly_aÉ_§migââÊ_gÊBÊlmÆÊ^^ - spécifie
conductivities II for the deterges t aolutions were measure# 
directly .from a Wayne-Eeri" Hmiversal bridge using a dipping 
electrode assembly® Multiplying by th© cell constant and 
dividing by the oonoentratloa Im equivalent© per e®Co gives 
the equivalent conduotane^ A» T M  oolutions were kept in 
a thermostat# bath at 25^ ol®C am# vfsr© stirred after each 
suoeesslve &'luti(m until equilibrium had been attained 
(usually mins*)
8ugd@n% (59) Improved version of the majElmum bubble 
pressure device was used to measure the surface tension at 
different coneentratlons® Two tubes of different rtndll %
and wBT® immerse# to the same depth In the solution and 
Goimeete# via glaei^ î tubing to a manometer and a sou roe of 
air preasure® The masclmim readings and on the manometer 
at the instant when the bubble breaks awray from each orifice 
are reèorfei® It ie easily shown that the following equation
I / \ ¥  surface tension®
w  I/f - A I 1 ^ J /O ^  density*.<& I p ^
\ 3 2 /\ "/ A and B are constant©o
The apparatus ?jue standardised (l*©®. A and B determined) by 
measurements on liquide of known surface tensionCbenEene^ 
water and ethanol)® Th© advantage of this method is that 
it ip not necessary to datermine the radii of the two tubes 
aa these are Incorporated in the constant Bo
precision v^lth which 
molecular weights can be detemined by light scattering methods
depends greatly on the accurat*© measurement of the change in
ilém]
refractive index with concentration I as this appear© 
as a squared t©m in the Debye equation (Z3)® The 
Rayleigh and the Jamin Interferometers were employed with
eatisfestory results in both eaeee^ to both Instrumenta 
the quantity mibhbutbû was the difference isi refraction 'between 
solvent; and solution by interference of & beam of light 
pasaisig through a divided cell, The calibration of both 
instrumente was made using a standard sucrose solution
■at 2$^G for concentrâtions ranging from 
Oo5 to gm/mlo A white light soure© was used whleh-made 
the interferenee pattern of the double ©lit coloured with 
the exception of two central black minima® The difference 
in light path between the two compart merits can be compensât ©4 
for by a movable plane parallel glase plate in tmeh a waj 
the two black minima shift back to th© Esero position above the 
reference interferene© pattern® The number of fringes 
traveraed in. doing this can be comité# by inserting a green 
filter to wipe out the interference colour® Interpolation 
of the bemd shift correct to a fraction of a band enables the 
refraetlY© Index between solution and solvent
to be calculated ®
Source
Lens
Compensating 
PlatesDivided Cell
Telescope
Brewster
Fringes TT
FIELD OF VIEW
JAMIN INTERFEROMETER
The move aooordlng to the following relatioai
f&J)
where m  ®j number of fringes that pae.e a given point In the 
fielio
Ia m internal width of the ©ella®
"h ^ wavelength of the light employed « 
m^} .
■ |ïî3 refractive index of solution and solvent re8p@etiim%
I
( = 1
A bam# shift of about IS la dealreabl© and a number of 
preliminary teste with the solution.^ to be ueaeured gave 
approximately the requisite oomemAratlon to produce this 
shift#. ThlB wae followed by aa accurate deteruiiaation, of 
at the predetermined ooaoeat%%tlom^ Although the tempez^ature 
Goeffielmmt of the refractive index laeMmmit la extremely
email' (3riee and Halwer (60) "Touadl^ldeereaaed by Oo2ÿ? 
per 0*^  rise in temp*) the cell waa emeloaed la a oomstaat 
temperature unit (2g®0) to avoid thenml differences between 
solvent and solution*, A protective ooveriag wae designed
en
to the divided oeil for umlng methyl ethyl ketone as
Bolwnt to avoid evaporation fro# tfm solution with a 
conséquent continuous change in eomeentrat1on@
01 arlflibation, of Aa already memtiomed It la
imperative that liquids investigated by light scattering 
are fr## from duet partieleeo The effect of dust is most 
not lee able in solvent s of low refractive index e.go water and 
ethanol #imo© there ie a comparâtively large value of 
for the du®t part idea o This is unfortunate "because
these polar solvents are more difficult to clean than eogo 
methyl ethyl ketone or benseneo
fwo methods for the elarlfloatIon pf th© detergent 
solutions were adopted*, Mil 11 pore filters were siieeessfully 
used im the ©larifieation of th© water solvento Although 
dissolved by many organic solvent# these ©elluloae ester 
memtean®© oan be ubqû for aquaoue solutions* The filter 
membrane 1b ©lamped between the container for the solution 
to be filtered and a sinter glas? support forming the bas©o 
Pressure is applied above the surface of the solution allowing
the filtrate to directly into the seattering cell,
The mllllpores were washed twice with the solution requiring 
filtration to avoid oonoentration changes caused by previous
eolutionac^
The most, eomnon technique for optical clarification of 
sôlutiona le by centrifugation^  The angle bead type M^SoIU 
oentrifug© wa@ used for times of apgrozlmately an hour at 
a speed of l6p(X)0 r*porno which corresponds to am acoeleratiom 
of 3 0 @ 0 0 0  times that of gravity* A sol%ition waa prepared :U:À
I
a ©taaiari flask and diluted by plpettlmg appropriate volume© 
of solution and solvent into @ Ualnleea steel centrifuge o
Along with a tube containing roughly the same volume of 
solvent these were balanced to within 0*1 gm, before being
placed in the centriCuge* After rotatlcn.EOmls* of the
/
clarified solution were transferred to the scattering cells
from th@ 3 0  mis in the centrifuge tubes by means of a clean
pipette* Although results were satisfactory from both of 
thee# techniques that of centrifugation was pro f e rre d t he re
being leas danger of contamination of one aolution by 
amother<e All glassware uaed In the ©xporlmental work was 
in a ohromio aold bath for at least twelve hours
before wamhi^with tap water followed by distilled water and
dr lei :ln &#% qveao
fàs iastraseat used is marketeë 
by 8^,üeP(»lAG*Ao It l8 baaed om am original design 
developed by Ifa&ppler and 8oh@l'Wi@g' (61) % A sohematlo diagram 
of the apparatus is ehowja Im fig® (2) ^ ' The light source is 
a l^ milip^ e 8*?* water cooled^  high pressure mercury lamp 
and the green beam of wavelength Isolated by
filters waf" employed throughout the Iweetigation* The 
oylimdrieal Boatterimg cell i@ suepemded la a bath of 
benzene thu© eliminating large refraction affecta from its 
outside surface* The ba^ th cam be held at a constant 
temperature fey water pumped from a thermostatlaally 
Gontrolled unit* The photomulipllmr tube reeeivlng the 
scattered beam can be automatically ©e% kt predetermined 
angles to the Incident beam#
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The of the imeldent beaak oan be vagpled b^ r
altearlmg the wiWth of the slit 8« % ë  is kept
ooMtaht throTJighosAt the InvestIgatloi^e by varying the slit 
suoh that the soatter from a ataWaré oylladrlcal glaas blook 
l8 mlwym the 8am@o % e  glaae blook is elB%ply a sub —  
standard oallbi^ ate'â against a dust free aample of pure
Preliminary work to see whether polymérisation within 
mloelles wa8 possible or not was e:%@@uted on sodium oleate 
with ané without added styrene? Btyrene was pre-'polymerlsad 
by light and the pure monomer vaouum distilled from the
llqiu3.d leaving inhibitor and other Impurities behind o The 
saturation limit for the eolublli^atlon of the etyrene la 3# 
sodium olaate solution was estimated by the visible onset 
of turbidity im a batch of soap'^styrene mlxtuz'ea* The styrene 
'■ wae Imtroduoed by a ml or omet er syringe the amount being easil^ 
oaloulated from a oallbratlon ourve of ^distance travelled 
by the plunger^^ agalaat weight delivered^^ Further Imveetlgatlon 
hae revealed that the visible saturatlog& limit may be slightly
higher tWn th© actual limit as detemined by speotroeeoplc
T?},
methods 0 This Is not or It leal however alnee-'''^ l|. of the 
visible.limit was utilised for the polymerisation experiments 
thuB mailing oertalm that all the styrene was ;&,b8orbed within
the micelleso It was hoped to prevent an ©muleion' type 
polymeriBation by using these snail quantitlea-with the 
poeeihility that th© etjrene along with the unaaturated
soap would enter into the polymérisation neehanislm on 
irradiation*
The beat teelmique for the polymérisations was found by 
irradiating 3# sodium ol@at© solutions with and without 
added styrene and with and without aso bis Isobutyro nit rile 
as initiator for times of 9?1S and 20 hours and 
comparing the plots of concluetivity of these solutions with 
the original 8oapo Prom the eonduetlvlty results^  as indieateê 
in the next section the following technique was adopted«
Varying amounts' of styrene monomer u33d@r 0 g^l|, gmSo were added 
to IDO oco sodium oleate solution© alo% with 2 erysta s 
AoB» O ^0002^  gmso) o flies© solutions were ' thorn ugly
degased by freezing with liquid Mg and pumnlng off on a 
vacuum Xineo. After irradiation by U*V„ light the
solutions were acidified with EOl to eomvert the eodlum salt 
to pure polym0%\ which was subsequently extracted with ether « 
TIi@ polymers obtained by Tao« distillation of the ether 
wer@ dl8-:olvad in MaEoKo and their molecules weights 
determined hj light soatteringo Mmited by the email 
optimum quwitltios of styi^ene addeé yields wer© vG3?y small 
but by repeating th© prooeea several times enough was obtained 
for aaa3,y©i@* This diffloulty w w  overcome by ueing noT*Ao3§<, 
and ^clFoSo in later experiment© aa it wae found that these 
detergents could b© polymerised with the aarae initiator and 
irradiation without th© airl of atyroMh
work on sodium pleat© was directed at proving
whether or not polymieelles could be formed by U«V« 
irradiation of a ©oap solution containing micelles with 
mBatnratei groups in the Inter lor ^ Im order to inquire 
whether there had been a significant polymerisation of the 
paraffin chains a comparison was mad© beWeen conductivity 
plots before and after irradiation.
In graph I a plot is given of the equivalent conductance 
A at aa a function of the square root of concentration
(in moles per litre) for sodium oleat© In watero The à 
V G© #6 ©urv® ©xMbits a pronounced arrest in à commencing 
at about 0«02M and ending at anproximately KLOgM» The 
rapid increase in conductivity observed below thie range can 
b© attributed to -hydrolysis of the oleatOo
fhe degree of hydrolysis of a number of fatty acid soaps 
in water has been measured by Powney and Jordân (62) and it 
ie fbseible in the region of the arrest that mixed micelle 
formation occurs between fatty acid molecules (formed by 
hydrolysis) and soap lone* Ab the total soap concentration 
1b incream^ the ratio of ©oap ions to fatty aeid noleoules 
in the micelle would incs“eae©o Ekwall (63) lias
&\
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observed a elmilar arrest the eurve for sodium myrl$tate :
water* Aoeording tothl8 InvestIgator the break can be
attributed to th© formation of acid aoap and the
renewed fall at the end of the arrest- to cplloid fonmtioz*.o
In anlte of hydrolyala comp3!J.oatlon8 it can be said
with Bome certainty that the ar?'eet due to micelle
formation*
If we assume that the paraffia ©halns ©f an umaaturated 
Boa© micelle earn be polymerised' together with solubilised 
styrene then ideally we would expect th© break point in 
the conductivity curve to be eliminated.si nee there would 
no diesociatlon into single ions at that points In order
to test this theory many experiments were conducted^some 
of the results of whloh are summarised in graph 2o It was 
fouz&d that the addition of 0o3.$7 gDis,, styrene to 50&^ pf 3^5, 
sodium oleate (approxa%. the turbidity limit) gave a A V s V k  
curve W-- Ich could be Buperimnoaei mt the original soap curves 
Irradiation,of solutions of sodium oleate containing the 
same amount of Btyrerm^ for times varying from 9 to 20 hour©
SODIUM OLBATB STYiffilB
^ 9 hour8 Irradlatlom,
O 20 hours Irradiatiw
without initlato5>'
vtap* a v"^ n»arfcis «ÿtmKMfMMf*, [m»i /•. *’W wv je
CmPH 2„
lag 2oO fC. o g
A
BtllX gave I'lae to am arrest in the A curves but
thlm ^eemeé to be shifted to'regioim of lower oonoentratlon^
Before mmeh irradiation the solution were thoroughly
degassed as absorbed oxygen aeua aa an Inhibitor to styrene
type polymérisationso If adequate oxygen is present peroxide
formation takes preoedane® over polymerisation and free
radical©.which would nomally initiate chains react with / /
oxygen Instead @ Heneti (6l|,) ha© suggested that many of the 
observed anomalies during emulsion polymerisation are due to 
variations in the dissolved oxygen content of the water, Btuflies 
by Bovey ancl lloltlioff (65) have cl ©mo p©t rated that the oxygen 
Inhibition period observed for amulBion polymerisation 
ie proportional to the amount of oxygen présente
With a ©mall amount of iUB®îa>M® as initiator to generate 
free radicals^in the-©amc styrene ^ ©oap solution a curve 
was obtain## after irradiation which i^howed a alight overall 
inoreami® Im A without the original arrest (graph 3) o (Phe 
vast Increae# in A in dilute 8olutiono@, due to hydrolysia^
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l8 atill ©vlgemt but the abeeaee of the break point means 
that a oe-rtalm amount of pol^merlaatlon hae been eneouraged*,
fit® result8 of meaenrememtm em the 8ugden surface 
ten^iom apparatus om the same solirtloœ are presented 1b 
graph % us plots of ^ versus, eoneemtrat 1 on in weight per 
0©nt« After being Buhjaeted to irradiation the solution gives 
rlae to a ©.uw@ displaced from that before l3?radiatlon
s ^decreaming auppoeodly from the water value of ?2 dyneB/em" 
t© a coMtant value of 27 clyn©e/om^\ The cal.ettlated 
valuer are not sufficient however to ©ay whether the 
differm#oe between the two soXotlons le due to eomolete 
polymerisation or whether itia simply due to a shift in GoM* 0^  
caused by partial no 1 y merle at inn.® The C*M@Oo ae depleted 
by this method oecure about Ooll)Lwhich is slightly higher tlieii 
indicated by concluetivity® It would be wrong to say that 
in this ease it had been eliminated by the fondation of 
polymieellee sinoe there le a distinct ohunge in elope as with 
the unirr&dlated eolutlomo It Is worth, noting hovfever that
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do not give a trae Indication 
of bulk properties of a solution as opposed to oonduotivlty 
mea@ur©m©m.t m o
A@iiifi©ation^j after irradiation g of four solutions of 
3fù aodlum oloate containing different amounts of styrene 
(Bolubili^Ml by shaking at 30°"G for 2l#hrs) gave rise to 
four fractions of polymer* The molecular weights of these 
fraction® were then determined by light scattering using 
methyl ethyl ketone ae solvent* ?(0), the dlssymnetry factor9 
was fourni to be very close to unity for all four samples 
BO that the molecular weights eouM be evaluated directly 
from the intercept of the 4 versus 0 curve© (graph 5)^by 
the method of Debye (eq* 23) o on the four
fraction© are tabulated below in table I« The amounts of 
Btyron© g&r® addeâ to gO c*Co8* of & 3^  aodium oleate solution,
SOBIIÎM OlEATE,  .... _  + STYRENE
ailE WfS/SO OoCoB» 3^ Soap»
Or 09 0 2  gm©
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T}m molecular weight a for the four fraction©^ plotted 
as a fuTOtion of the weight of atjrene added^ gave almost 
•linear depemdomoe which when extrapolated to Esero etyrane 
content gave approzimately Ig^ODO for the mioellar weight 
of the initial ©oap* Ext ran olat1on ime very hasardou© p 
13î»OuO being the isBeaia of a range of possible value©« Bivid'ieg 
by 30*^ thm moleeular weight of sodium oleate Indicate© an 
apparent assoeiatlon number of %g molecule© per micelleo
The apparent molecular weights of the polymers ^ ©speeially 
'In the regions of high sty ran© content a. e muoh higher than 
could be accounted for by a llrtega of atjrene and soap
molecules within ©ingle micelles,. It i© worth noting that 
after Irradiation the solution© developed little or no 
turbidity such a© might he ©zpeeted to result from the 
formation of insoluble polystyrene« Also that the yields 
obtained nwe extremely low hut et ill greater than the
amount of styren© present {çemm nolyimr from Oo270lpgmmo
etyrene and loS gmso sodium ol©ate«^
The ©tyrene monomer when shaken up with the sodium 
oleat© solution will clietrlbut© itself between the interior 
of the micelles and the water* Polym erisatioa ie 
initiated by the reaction of a free generated from
AoBo 1.^ 1© by n«V(, light p with a monomer moleculeo Sinoe
la more soluble In oil than water the initiating 
radicals will come into üon.tact with BOly‘biI;Lsed styrene 
in the micelle Interior* The polymerisation reaction can 
proceed rapidly in the micelle© becauae of the relatively 
high conoentratioa of solubilised monomer which la avalla,ble 
to the fTO® radicalBo
iPolymêthjl netha@rylat«9' polymerlsW l i j  A«B« amd
labled with radioactive 0“^^ ' !iae been shown to contain radical
om
fragment© in th© ratio of two p e r molecule(66) o
This euggeat© that coupling ie the elominsmt chain terminating 
process in this caso and that d 1 spropo%'11 onat 1 om occurs at 
mo# to a minor extent only* Detailed analysie of kinetic 
data oil the rat© and dogre© of pW_ym,#r 1 eat 1 on^  although 
. poSs-i bly more susceptible to c-rror© of Interprétation* leads 
■to the same conclusion (67ÿ68^69)*' It cannot be assumed 
however that the same chain terminating proches will 'be 
'Invoked with the oleate-mtyrene copolymerau 3
The' process9 un to this points i© similar to emuleioa 
polyMerisation whose mecFaaaism waa elucidated largely by 
IferkiM ancl ec""Worke5^ a ( 70) o They proved that poljîiierei^ s^vt-icr-i 
oecia\9 in th© micelle and that the styi?en© content of the 
micelle is augmented by diffusion of ©ingle styrene 
molecule© from the styrene emulfsi.ô:a droplet© via the aquQ^ oim 
phase4) The droplet© are considered to. act merely as 
reeevoir® of styrene* Eventually the small polymer formed in 
the Micelle- interior Ibaoomea too' large and ejBorgos from the-
6 l i
mloellè hut it retaine soap molecule® âdaorbed on. ite eirefaoe.
M  the case In luestioa there is no such styrene 
rsseVoir feu't there is the possibility that the uneaturated 
Boap mol©oui@8 earn enter into the polymérisation 
mechanism o Judging hj the high mole'oular weights obtained 
it ©eems prabable that instead of the ml eel les retaining: 
their eîaLiraater by simple- llnlmge of the 0-0 double ho:aûB^  
there hae been a splitlag of the micelles along with the 
polymerisaticm to form what coulee be termed a poXyaoap 
(figoS)® Om a weight eoEüpurl^on bMis between styrene 
added and yield obtained these poljso*aps would contain 3 
soap like side chains to 8 styrene groups.as shown* On thia 
basis the polymer of molecular weight iSOpOOO would contain 
90 suoh units whieh after termination oguM have adopted 
a miceliar like configuration with th© ionic groups at the 
surfae© and the interior jumbled up as a random coil*
If the above speculations are eorre^t then some of the 
sodium oleate micelles will beeomo a' styrêne-oleate polymer 
©urrouncled by the e,xeees soap in the form of reconstituted 
mioelleSs^ If there are eufficient polysoap moleoules present
□ laOOG(GH,) ,.OH“-OH(GHo)&, i if .J
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the solution would ezhiblt mo as obeervedc TI10
molecular weight of the polyeoaps may be expected to 
drop us the atjrene content Is reel need, hut it would he 
incorrect to attach miy. si^p^ifioanc© to the extrapolated 
value of 13Î-GOO as the mieellar weight, of’ eodium oleate*
What mam thought to he initially the aseociution number of 
1^,5 is more likely to be the number of ©milium oleute molecules 
capable of entering into the mechanism. by this method 
of polymerisation* Indeed if one coBsiders polysoap Cl) con-- 
taining 6 styrene molecules to 3 ol>,eat?e with a mol ocular 
weight of 180000U 9 then this p€)Iyelectrolytei would contain 
!«,0 ole ate molecules o This is close to the extrapolated 
■valuCH^
A similar set of runs using dlvlmyl bengseae in place 
of etyren© were unfortunately non p r o d u c t E v e n  after 
of the solubilisation limit had been added.plus 
initiator0 followed by 20 hre irradiation^ only the starting 
material in the form of oleic acid be extracted 9
Ab anticipated conventional light scattering technique 
cannot be applied to sodium #leate solutions* The light 
scattered by euch solutions is vaet at low concent rat ioncrdue
Q O
to the fatty' acid- mo le owl es formed by hydrolysis being: 
immiscible with water» An attempt whs made to eowBteraet 
the hydrolysis by added îmOH but while this measure redueed 
the light scattered by'the solutions at 1ow ooneentrat1ons 
it had a marked effaet on the intemaity at higher 
condmmt'rat 1 ohm^ presumably clue to bm alteration in the sisje 
of the micella©o
order to try and form a poljmlcellar solution 
without til# added complication© of' a solubil:Is©d hydrocarbon 
in the micelles experime-nta were carried out on. the 
UMaturated anionic detergent sodium undecenyl eolnhata (S^Uo 
The èhame# of radical formation may be enhanced with this 
molecule ainoe the 0-0 double bond ;le situateci at the end 
of the ta.il o
Exeent for the addition of etyren© the technique adooted 
for ©ncourmging polymer! sat ion in the sîolutioM was
exactly the earn© as that for sodium oleate« Graph (?) 
illustrate® the relationship between the equivalent conduotiv: 
à tmû J 0 in // moles/litre for a solution of SoïïoSo 
before and after irradiation. The deviation of slow with
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the solution before Irradiation is due to dissociation of 
the mloelles into single lone at the (%MoOo* This 1b not 
apparent n ï t a r Irradiat1 as the curve continu©© to rie© 
qirit© steeply below the The lack of diesGeiation
earn he accounted for h j  a stabilisation of the mieellee 
by polymierlmatlon* The polymloellar solution has a higher 
oonduotivity than the same mumber of aingl© lone Im solution * 
EesultiB of light aeatteriiig in solutions of SoUoS* ^ with 
and without added ealt^ before irradiation.are presented in
graph© C8) and C9)® In the first of thes.e graph© the 
reduced Imtemalty I^Io ie plotteû. a# a. fumetiom of the 
cona@jirtmti« of soap in wt* per- eent». The uiiaseociated 
eoap i® to scatter the earn© amozmt of light as the ©olvent
up to the critlci-il eomeent rat lorn thereafter increasing 
steadily throughout the ooncajatration range measured * In 
each solvent the CoMoOo of 'the detergent was obtained by 
extrapolating inteneity clata^  obtained above the C«Mo€oy 
back to the value of the solvent*. Each of the mioellar 
weight® was evaluated by the method of Debye(eoo 23) 
the ihtereeot values at ser© (O-CoMoO.) from
graph(9)and refractive index Ineremeate obtained from the
10
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Hajl©igh Interferometer* The simplified Debye approach was 
aJopted^a© the more refined theory of Drine presented
earlier lead© to a correction for charge effects wh:w&&
ie rather small and Im the region of the exnerimental
error e.®go for C^pHp^OSO^la the micelXar weight change©
from to 26 g 700 using thia theory « It must he
remembered also that the.values of p and b are obtained
from the eecond virial coefficient which in turn Is calculated
fG-oriQ)
from th@ ®l©pe of th® V ’s (G*>'C®IS®G.) ourve. ®his is
where the greatest error lies owing to imeertalntles in the
correct value of the CoMoC*, and the very low Intemsit
involved*, - One© electrolyte ie added to the system the
correction factor becomes negligible @eg* for
in 0®02 EMmGlg the mlcellar weight alter® from 27,600 to
?
28j,8(X) according to Prine treatmento.
The 'dependence of the micelle weight on the 
concentration of sodium Bul])liatè is given in Table 2*
69.
TABLH ©l>j>
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<& ^ 
(Molar)
I W3%kw rgg'yijjji -*fTH jg rjv
Oil
,ogm
lam* T%r^
3 ® 01x10
2o8x10
a.isio"^
2o623s10“-^
comet «> 
elect 
coma»
0.120
0<&H6 
0,,117 
0.119
Mieellar 
Weight M,
0.13
30p800
ulrVal55xi^«s:fyM™*ru?c3vytam3«vm#=TreLr^'i*vrMmc
5,2,000 
51?., 100
Im agreement with other light scattering studies on 
detergents the data presented here Indloat© an inereae© in 
the anoarent micelle weight with an increase in the 
eomeent rat lorn of simple electrolyte^ .^ The presence of 
eleotrolyt© also leads to a lowering of the G.M.Go of the 
detergent ©olution* In water a mieellar weight of 30^800 
is obtained corresponding to an anc$oeio,tlon number of 120* 
The ©aloLilated mieellar weight in©r@as@© rapidly with mm&ill 
additions of ^^ <3 appears to he nearly independent of
'© X e a tm l f tm : ©cmo®ntration above 0«05M having a value of about 
$39 000.
K  wa® found that after irradiation of solutions of B«I)kf5 
with and w^ ithout added electrolyte meaeuz^ementa could be 
mad©: below the GoM*Oo^ indicat inp; the prepenee of ml cel lea 
stabilised by polymerisation* Blot© of the reduced intensity 
against c one entrâtlorn(graph 10) ©how #. surprising réduction, 
la the light scattered with increase Im electrolyte content *
As with th® unlrradlated s°®p|f|)e^ast«®Ieet.ooiie„
i ÿ G
appeared to be constant and along with the extrapolatedT^Y^
values (graph 11) led to appax’eat micellar weights which
decreased with increasing electrolyte eonoentrâtiono
It wa.m realised that the poXymicellar solutions afforded
a means of determining the refractive Index increments at
constant chemical potential of electrolyte « .electrolyte 3
In ionic eolution^thia le, thermodynaialcal 1 y, the correct 
refractive index increment to usa M  the analysis of mleellar 
weight© by light scattering * Thl© im rm vm n t cannot be
detersiined for ordinary ml cellar solution© a© it a calculât ion 
involve© dialysing aolutions against the appropriate 
concentrâtioa of ©alt before measurement and the micellae
SODIUM roïDKOEMTL SULPHa ï EUS R3
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wouM dissociate anû diffae© through the membrane
BB the momemerle ion content is reclt^ cei®
8ampl©B of the pol^mieeliar aolutiona were transferred 
to a piee® of Yiak'ing tubing closed at one end. The tubing 
had prar'ioualy been washed in distilled water to remove 
any moluhle impuriti©®« The open end was e©al©d bimply 
by knotting and th® dialjeia bag so formed immereed in a 
solution of W#oG()a, of the bbtà'b cone entrât i on « The external(C %
aolut'ion changed daily for 5 daym and a. em^ll amount of 
the dlaljslBg solution withdrawn for f4'Si©stImat 1 on every 
2i|tes© §rapk |1E| iliuBtrat®B the steady deoreas© Inf . |with,ac_
time œtil a constant value le o b t m m e d T h e s e  estimations
to considerable error 
ae it was assumed in their calculation that the soap 
concentration in the dialysed solutiono remained oonetanto 
However any m%pol;merlsed soap will b© included in the 
diffusibl© component80 It was found that dialysis of 
polymlcellar solution in water and in 0«21 salt resulted
/â a |
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When a molecule in solyti« i© surrounded hj a "binary 
systems, selective adsorption of one of the comp^Mate may 
occur„ This is true when both components in the solvent are 
liquid or when one is a simple ©lectroltyeo The adsorption 
will alter the polarisabilitj of the molecule thus affecting the 
intensity of the scattered light® It has been shown (110) that 
correct results may be obtained by measuring the refractive 
indese increment at üonst£mt chemical potential of simple 
electrolyte®
If components 1 {,2 and 3 refer to solvent ^ micelle and
simple electrolyte respectively then s*»
/
d n \ ^
™ T ^  I ean be determined directly using a polymieellar 
'solution which, has been diallaed against the same concentration 
of simple electrolyte
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in a lûee of 20# of soap (by ©vaporation and weighing)o
Applying this oorreotlon for AG elaotrolyta.
these TaluM along with the appropriate ^  extrapolated
lead© to til© raeulte Bummarisad in table
Salt Ceiae®! 
la-SO. *
-î72î3:ar<tC=a*rii*vtiiV7îTissrtMi'«tÇ5^a^;t*tjS3ÆTFs
(>* oiJB:
() eClfsas 
0* ]LB&
Oo %!%% '^ goS
Ooll6 
0, ].].8
0 o:L]L<?
001
0.080
:ww«îiM^ïtt«3ftïtirtTï'J¥B3cr*ia'V!*'-rjn*^37Sn»'
Polya j.callar | 
Weight©,
■ OÆ‘rf>tai.'ti*»vnfïI2BC«ï»n-ÆVT jÿfffM
139 950 
139600 
12,500 
130200
jjb*4stegîTftTfsrtV T ? " r < V f  t L
The value. Im water cannot be obtained because of uncertainties 
In the ©x^tTOpoiation. The result© lad i cat a that irreepeetlvo 
of salt oomtemt the ©eem to form polymleellea of
molcoialar weight about 13 9$00 there beli&g $2 noleeule© %)©r 
polymieell'a®, This earn only be am ^accurate measure of the 
association number of the mioellea if there ie complete 
pal^meri^ation within them and mo coalèaeenc©between mieelles
?3.
ueing 75 olymeriBat i
Further „evidence for partial polymerisation we.s gathered 
by diluting, down an 8*Uo8* solution inCh2M MagSOg t© 
0 o0 5Mf^ ^^ S0a ® fhple diluted eolution wa© subjected to 1 ight4g,
eeattoring analysis ueing 0®0$Wa^80g tm solvent « As shown 
in graph 10 the resultant curve did not ooincMe with the 
original O^OgM umirradlatod proving that some
poïyîimri^atiqm liad taken plaoeo Also It did not coincide 
with that for 0o2Ma^B0^^ Irradlat^after allowances had 
been made for the differ ©no© - ^indieating that there
had been a change in dilution from O^BÂ to Po05M 
aupposeclly oomieoted with unpolymerised soap« There la 
the added nomslhlllty that some of the tmpolyiiierised soap 
is absorbed in the polygsiocllsr soap^ . In the aaleulation of
§m\
the assumption has been mai© that m%polymerl@@# lone 
are f»© to diffuse through the dialysis membrane
Oopo3.ym©risation of solubilised etyrene with S olio So
using a Biml3.ar ])rocedure ae with eodiupj oleata gave 
tIbq t© a ©tyren© SoUoB» pol,TOiceIl© of molecular weight 
18 {,700 mt the highest ©tyme© content to about ll&t900 at 
the lowest® The results are pressent©d Im graphe 13 and II4 
and emnmarlsed in table ko
AmtgBtyram©
Ct«oTOr®lS’
y*vnnf:=rrciTa %
@ O Ni-* O KP O LIM® IXûoh'
|polymleellar | 
melpSito I
0,1$3
O0O8I1.5
OoOgl
:x^i5iatiî3=a*»SATyadürs
«rrt^iiSKniarsrtïtnt'
60I1.5
Uo ja
9o? 
11 .,9
109700 I
I
I 0.1221 1 5 , 9 5 0  I
I 0.1181 1^,650 I
0.119 li|.j,900 I
Extrapolating back to fsero styren© content from graph 
yield© a value of 13^000 for the lE^ itiai mieellar weighty 
aesuuing that polymérisation is confined to each micelle.o 
Thu© in til© cases considered bq far the extrapolated mloellar 
weight® are smaller (roughly go# in thi© oaa©) when taken 
from the data on pnlymieellee than from conventional method®^
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T h is  Im to  h® w i th  in c o m p le te  p o ly m e r is a t io n  where
o B .lj p a r t  of th e  m ic e l le  1b e n te r in g  in t o  th e  p o lym e risa tio n > c
In order to check that the email additions of AoBoïoI^ 
to the varlouB syterae to promote free rad leal formation dii 
not affeet the light Blattered by the polymieellar s^olutioma 
a mad© on OeülM eontaiaing Soïï^ So with
varying amounts of With additions of initiator
wp to O0OOI35 graso the I-Io 0 nlcts were eaperiranosable.
At much higher additions 0*0038 gms^ . A«BoI«Mo the
curve deviated slightly but sine© thlB was 10 to Ig times the 
amount used im the ©xperlïsente it wae coneluded that any 
aifferene© in weight incurred in iatiroteolng small quantities 
ox (approx^ 0©00025? had m 3 adverse effect on.
the final resulto
iù
M âiË fA FlJüdm thyl-A iB aàii® J x t iiif i. * "
A mlmllmr series of experiment#- œ s ‘ conducted on the- ■ 
iinsatumteé eat ionic detergent tmdeeeayl trimethyl ammonium 
teomid©, Çïï^ f-«.A«Bo ) o The plot of equivalent eondoctivlty à 
at a© a funotion of the. square root of the concent ration
in mole.s/litr© Is ahown in Graph 16@ There is a distinct 
break' tn the curve for the imlrradlatod eoap giving a 
value of 0%09^ for the  ^ The value obtained
from light scattering (see graph 1?) la The
irradiated solution exhibit© an overall inoreaee in h of 
about 10)6 and^ aa in the other two œaes^does not deviate 
in alop# at the CoMaG* of the unirràdiated Bolutiono
Roanlts of light scattering in solutions of U o T o A o B o  mtli 
and without KBr are presented in graphs 17 and l8o In 
each solvent the GoMoG« of the detergent was obtained by 
extrapolating intensity data back to the value of the solvents 
It is preeisely in this operation that the conventional 
process is vulnerable because of the extremely small internsitle
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be obtained g aw rise to a dependence 
liar M on the concentration of ICBr
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1 ' ' eoasu
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3.7
3.5
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Qold? 
0,1( 
0.11
Ool7S
13.300 
I8(,k00
18.300 
1 9,000
'19,700
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fh@measurementB are raad® at constant concentrâtlorn 
of ®le&tvo%-yt^ and can only be corrected to constant chemical 
potential by dialysis of the polymlcellar solutionso Despite 
the 1Imitations in the apparent mlcellar weights calculated 
in this instance^ the normal effects of OoM^O^ decreasing
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a M  apparent weight© increasing with Imcreaslng salt
concentrâtlone are evidento
£fù. with it wae poesible to obtain measureable
Intensities on the polymeriaed eoap at concentrâtion© below
the QcMaO.Q of the unpolymerieed soap® Hie plots of
I-^ Io versus 0 (graph 19) are almost linear hut deviate
©lightly at lower concentration^ bending upward© a,t low
electrolyte concentration and downward© at high (Qo2MlBr)o
Contrary to expectation but in aecordsnce with the SoUlSo
Cflndlmgm the Intercept on the on graph .20 inereaoes
as the ICJIr o one entrât 1 on increases^ flie upward curvature at
lower concent rat ions for the irradiated in UoEMM^r
incl^catCB a decrease in molecular weight on dilution euggesti;ag
that the ©mattering unit ie dissociating.^ It may be that at
this relatively higli e one entrât ion of, electrolyte there ie
0more unpolymerieed material present as the plots atX™.LO
lower 0onc@ntratione of :CBr do not exhibit this phenomenono
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were obtained in an analagou©
■mmi03? *bo Su-.ÏÏoSo Inserting these values in the Debye 
equation, gives a range of poljarlcell© weights which inoreaee 
slightly (table 6) and extrapolate back to 12 8^gO (graph 21),
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In thi© Iwt&mm there 1© much leea unpolymerised eoapo 
5 to 6^ ©eeaping throup;h the dialysis membrane^ Also 
the extrapolated polymloellar weight of 12^7$0 la oXoa© to 
the apparent mieellar weight of 13p300 indicating that moatp 
if not all^ of the molecules of which the mieelle is oompoaed
UIBBCENYL flîMËTHYL AimoMIim BROMIDE .
Mioellar Wt
LiC3
20
Pol^loellar
az=
Ou
havep#3jmerl8eé together in a ramner suggested 'bj fig«
IJsirag the correct j 1^1 values for the polymleellar
6oap@ l5l KBr
j\l©ads -tü s rsiuetion of 30 to in the polyxnieellar weights 
ûompBTeû with the corresponding mieellar weights as obtained 
hj ©ommntional îsean^ o ?he difference is small (3 to in 
the ease of HoToA.Bo in water® Eememlmring that there will 
he little or no .change in polyml#eIl© alma with concentration 
of e©fdî)g> the fact that their molecular ??elghts are ©o 
almllar could mean that there is little change In micelle 
with soap eoncent.rationo
In order to asoerijain whether or mot the pres one© of 
an olef1mlc bond'in the paraffin chain of a colloidal 
electrolyte had made any signifient 'difference to the 
apparent mleellar weight© compared with its saturated 
counterpart a eerie© of light scattering measurementa was 
conducted om undeejl trlmethyl ammonium bromide« Plots of 
the induced rmtc&nslty I-Io versus G ..in graph 22 show the
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normal trendg of am imorease in and decrease in the
Oolfu'O® with Inereaelng KBr concentration* The Intercept
grom graob 23 along witli respeetwe (f|)eoast» elootrolyt
enahl© the anna rent mi cellar weights to be oaleialat ed #
fhe®@ a re  mummarleed i n  g ra n h  2%a The v a lu e  o f  13^100 
compares very favourably with th a t  for th e  a œ a tu ra te d  soap 
(l3^3*^û)e, The e r r o r s  in c u r re d  in  b a th  c a lc u lâ t  lo n e  (by 
n e g le c t in g  charge effects) w i l l  be © © s e n t ia l ly  the aame^so 
th e re  can be no doubt that the inclusion of a d o u b le  bond in  
th e  p a s? a ffin  t a i l  of a d e te rg e n t  makes no B ig s i i f le a n t  
d If ferine© to the apparent mlcellar weights* As with all 
the eases studied so far the apparent mieellar weights Inoreaee 
with add©# ©leetrnl^e reaching a-value of lé^ OOC) independent 
of elëetrolyt© eoneentratlon after about 0*02M«
fft© effect of electrode on, the apparent oicellar weight 
l8 more pronounced with the higher homologue soaps.. With 
hezadecyl trimethjl annonium bromide graph (25)it
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wae fouW that the ammrent mleellar weight Increased from 
2 6 ^ 2 0 0 In water to $6 9 0 0 0 in 0 *2MEBr@ Aleo there la a 
decrease In the crltieal eoncantration with the increased 
number of OH^ groupe^coupled with en increase in the number 
of single molecules eontaisied in the micelle «
Tim fact that AcB^ Iol,* gives rise to two radicals
cm
(GH.^ )^ Uo per ynoleeula and that the mieellar weights evaluated 
from the polyraloellar solution® all appear to he much lower 
than the vèàlues for the unpolymerised eoaps^ suggests that 
there may b© uor€s than one eentr© of polymérisation per 
mio@ll00, investigate this possibilitj 1^5 gma« etyren© 
was BQlvi'blll^ ml in IgO oca* of 3# initiator added
and the solution irradiated with light for 5 hrs. On
the basis of ?2 molecules per micelle for iLToAoB^ this 
amount of styren® oorreaponda to 90 molecules ner micellOo 
Thus if there Is on® centre per micelle polystyrene of
83.
molecular weight 9,00ü should be farmed and half of this 
value if there are two centres which do not terminate by 
couplingq. Irradiation for 5 hours oaueed a slight turbidity 
to develop in the solution* It was then mixed with a large ■ 
@xc©i?î3 fo methyl alcohol to bring about dissociât lorn of the 
micellem amd precipitate the polyaty^ ^^ om#» The molecular weight 
of the polymer bo formed was obtained by light scattering 
using benjjene ae solvents IMfortunately polystyrene of 
molecular weight S'OO^OOO resulted showixig that there had 
been a transfer of growing polymer hetwpon aleelles or a 
eoalesoence of nieeiles with those containing growing 
polymer^ similar to enuleion type polymerIsation.) Hedueing 
both the amount of styrene solubllimad and the irradiation 
period etill gave rise to high molecular weights^ This 
simply shovæd that thei’e ©xietsi a lege difference between 
the polymerisation of a monomer in olefinio and saturated ©oapB 
Presumably in the olefinie case the styrene oopolymerisee 
with the soap thus preventing it spreading thoughout the 
solutlomo
84".
COWGLUSIOMSâ
The pr0;|©ct was Initiated im order 'to try anû eliminate
some of the uncertainties ©ncounterecl i.m the detensinatioa 
of ml^ellar weights by light seatt@rS.ag Sja dilute solutions 
of eolloiial electrolytes and allow for a more conoise 
imB.lf.mlm- In the light of present theoryo It was thought 
that the possible formation of polymloelles from micelles 
would ©nahle more aoeurat© measurementto be made In. 
dilute salutioBB where present work ie made difficult by 
the lability of the mloelleeo Jm  some cases the demand 
proved too heavy for the idea in that it tended to complicate 
instead of simTilify the situation®. Wlile falling short of 
'It© original purpose many interesting results were found from 
a study of solution© of polymerised detergent©o
fhe possibility that polymicelles^ aa envisaged above^ 
could b© formed with a odium oleate and solubilised styrene 
was thwarted by the formation of lemg chalm polysoap^ vastly 
different in chemical comnosition from the original micall©©< 
TM© polysoapp which had a molecular weight dependent on 
the Bolublli^ed styrene concentration^ wa© similar to that 
prepared by (ftrauss cmd hi® eo-worker© (71“?5) (from poly-2-
hj quarter!aing about f| of the nitrogen 
with dodecyl bromide) o Approicimatelj hS oloate moleculee 
entered into co-polymerIsa11on with the styrene monomer 
to form polystyrene with oleate ©id© chaîne attachedo
The élimination of the breaks in th© A versus a/o 
(at the GoMoCo) and the change in the (l-Io) versus 
0 plot on Irradiation both indicate that with SolJoBo there 
are few dissociable micelles left in solution» The Debye 
treatment (eqo 23) of the light scattering results with 
this detergent before irracliatian gives an apparent mioellar 
weight of 30^800 in water g rising to 5li.^ ?30 in 0o2M Ms^SOt 
According to hrins theory (gk)^ taking into account the 
charge and excluded wlume effects^ the value in water 1b 
slightly low and should be adjusted to 3k,pV)00-whereas the 
values in dilute electrolyte Solution are correct, p being
^ero employing
obtained from the dialysis experiment a.(allowing for solute 
lost through the membrane) questions the validity of previous
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MlRht déterminations where ||_^, gqap^ o electrolyte
has been useêL Q?lxare 1© a substantial difference between
th© two refractive index inorementm and it is not easy to 
86# hCw on© would fe© able to determine electr
in order to oompute (3^— 4» eleotrolyta
/ \ \ f /
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“ ' % #0 soap I Q electrolyte ’ Id© electrolyte
to th© lability of the mieelle©®.
polymlcellar weights obtained for BoUpSop both 
meaemred directly and by extrapolatIon of the aolublll^ed 
Btyrau© meaBuremcntB g are in the region of 13^^00 : much
lower than the impolymerlaed 8olL8@ solutionso This is to 
be ©xp©ete4 with incomplete polymérisation and the other 
pomalblllty that there ie more than one pciyemiaation 
centre per micelle unci terminât ion if predomlnant 
by cii0prcpQ2ri;lonation o The experiment with H^foiuBo 
and Bolubill^ed .styren® to Investigate the possibility that 
there may b© nor© than one centre of polymerisation per
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micelle by ueiiig AoBoIolo bb initiator wae unfortunately
unsuccessful« The résultant polystyrene of molecular weight
500^000 Bhomd that there had been a transfer of growing
polymer between micelles 0%' a eoaleeoance of micelles with
those eomtalmlmg growing polymer« Thle ®imply illustrated
that there exist® a large difference-between the
polymerisation of a solubilised momomer In gleflnlo and
saturate# soaps« Presumably in the olefinle case the styrene
e©-polym8ivls@© with the soap thus preventing it spreading
throughout the solutiono
The original hope of polymerising together the molecules
Im each #© par ate micelle was almost realised with IJofoAoB^
fXThe change In the h versus /vO curva®J| the fact that light 
scattering can be detected below the of the unirracliated
■e^ a/pÿ the very small loss of solute on dialyeis and the 
fact' that the polymleellar weight of 12 ^ 750 la close to the 
original micellar weight of 13^300 all indicate that most^ . 
if not allg, of the mnleeule® of which the micelle is 
compete# have polymerised together* Both of these results will
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be subjœt to approximately the same ©oOTeotione for charge 
effects^hut ome can coneli^de from their similarity that slime 
the aggregation number of the polymlcelles remains eoiietant 
ae the oon#entrâtion is varied bo there will ‘be very little 
change In ml cellar B:l?se as the detergent concentration la 
varie#
There is a slgsilfleant difference between the polynloel.la.v 
ami ni€®llar weights of lLToA*Bo In dilute solutlone of ICBVo 
Conventional method® give rise to Bd.o©lle>r weight® of up to 
19p 700 inOo2M|CB'r whereas these range from 12g95'0 in water to 
13p850 lnO«2MKBr with, polymloeliar- solutions « The difference
Ilea lia employing electrolyte scattering aquRtio'^ i^
(2 3 ) which is thermody.?iamically the correct .refractive 
Inûex incrément to use® Sines it has been shown, that there is 
no measurable difference between the mleellar weight® of 
imdeeemyl trimethyl aimoniam hromlûm and undeoyl trimethj/l 
asMoninm bromide it can be argued that prOTiou© ml cellar weight 
determiJvatioM in dilute salt eolu-tlons(22p23?29p53p53)
89,
©atyrat©# cationic and aniomle detergents are im erroro 
Teohni^allj the only way of correcting these results la 
by the dialjeis method which i® only available for
polymerised aoapBp where the micelles are prevented from 
ÛXBBOciat ing ^
Other well established feature.;# of ml cellar solutloam 
were further corroborated^ fh© 0AVI»Or. decreases with, added 
elee'trolyt© mnM ie lower for tte higher homologue soap®
OF H^foAoBo) The ahmene© of dIsaymnetry in all 
casee show® that the greatest êiMBïmlcra of the micell© remains 
b@.low BuO Ak® Ib theory the. d e p o l a r l o f  the light 
a cat ter ei at 90^ may also give some information as to the 
aaymmet:ü3' of the micelles « Eomw^w in almost all caoea th/a 
do%)olmrlorn was very email bmû probably due to the distu.i%in;‘ 
influent© of du at ±u the solutxonB.^ --
ra Y'Y
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ability of detergent eolutiosi© to dlasolv® organic
eompqmW®%, insoluble or only ©lightly soluble in wat@2\ ie 
on© pf their striking properties û©ll©?i molubillmationo Littl© 
uptake is fomid until the OoMoC.^  is reached ^ indicating' that 
the üompoimd® are taken up in eom© way by the mi celle® o It 
is generally believed that with mosvoola'r hydrocarbons uptak-^  
oceure solution in the interior of the micelle and with 
partly mi®cible polar compounds eueh as hexaaolg long chain
and phenol® by adsorption into the micelie surface with 
the hydrosî?A?'bon pt^ rt ineide and the polar group in the aqueou® 
I)has0c\ Th© px^obabl© at;rueturea in- the two casas are shown 
schematically in fig (5)o
■ Tim BrntUTatlon limit of solubilisation of a liquid by m
SOLUBILIZATION V/XÏHÎI lïCELLBS.
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oolloiclal electrolyte eolution m y  b# followed conveniently 
In term® of the optical density of the s^olutiono In general^ 
organic liquids are readily emulsified 'bj colloidal elaotrolyt©© 
and this muf 'be utilised to show when saturation is reached «
A given volume of detergent eolutioa is shaken up at constant 
temperature with organic liquid and from the absence or 
presence of opaleecenee at the end of several hours it can 
be B@en whether or not all the addei liquid hue dissolved^
By preparing a series of aam^ l^ea containing increasing amounte 
of organic liquid inspection hj eye if often aufflelently 
accurate to d©tomln@ the satiuvition end points Altematlvelj 
a more accurate estimation m£iy b@ made instrumentallj^, either hy
transmission measurements (76).or by light scattering
ïïo quantitative information le available to show how 
much expansion the micelle of ionic detergenta suffers as a 
result of eol'Ubilifsation but Ralston (78) has bIioota that the 
mobility of the micelle undergoes change « He found that whan
92 o
and cyelohexan© ar@ solu'biliised in an aqueouef
8olution of dodeoyXammonium ehloride their preaemae hTingm 
about an av^nraoiable lowering of the eondactivity of the 
©olloidal electrolyte0 All three of theses bydroeartoas appear 
to lower the which auggests that they as® let in ml cell■©
forrautioB^  ^ The affinity of the additives for the hydroearbon 
portion of the associât eel ione Is underlined by the Q infinite ^ 
solubility of benzene and cyelohexaiie in dodeoane(79) « The
'higher straight chain hydrocarbons octane9 dodecnnep 
heptadecsn© and octudeeane have less effect on the conductivity 
than the 6 member©# hydrocarbons and the lowering of conducive 
ivitj decreases progressively with increase in chain lengtho 
This shows that an Increase in chain length of the hydrocarbon 
iB attended by a réduction in its. ease of Bolublli^ation &md 
is la cenfomity with the findings of McBain and Richard8 (77) 
that hydro^arbone of high moleoiilare weight are eoareely 
Bolubilitecl.» Ralston (78) also frvmui-.-that the higher aleohol,!^
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octaviol^ dodecunol and oatadecanol have a profound 
influence upon the conductivity of dodecylammonium chloride 
hut no effect on solutions of hezylamsaonium chlorideo Sine© 
the latter aalt has been previously shown (79) to function 
as mi ordinary electrolyte9 even, in concentrated soluitione»^  we 
can aêaumo that the effects■ noted with the additives l:a 
doctecylaramonlum chloride are û\m to it® colloidal natureo
By using a pinacyanol chloride, dye to detect the GolkuG..
El evens (80) reported a very small decrease in thei C-oMoGo of 
soao solutions on. the addition of benzene « The amount of 
©ensene in the micelle Is not determinablep heeause the 
distribution of ben^en© between micelle and water is not known 
in the vicinity of the CLBLGoo The decrease is much greater 
with the higher alcohols ^ bb reported by Sliinoda(8l) and 
Ooshika(82) c. These authors explain the cl ©crease In CoMoC« 
in terms of m decreased charge density in the mloe.lle surfec© 
and the decrease In free anergyof mixings Bchick(@3 ) attributes 
this lowering of the CoMoCo^ on the IncroporatIon of long chain
9h' o
pola:r r m l m n l m  into the palisade layer of micelles 9 to a 
lowering of the activity of the detergent molecules and an 
Imoreaa© In. the attractive van d@r Waale forces 'between the 
molecule®«
HOMfeld ®t « al o ( 8l@.) have Imdlwte# the likelihood of 
a MeonstitiitioB of a micelle formed In the presence of a Io:ng 
chain alcoholQ He points out that it ie reasonable to ©xoect 
'that the repulsive potential between ttie polar heml groups 
invhe would be altered Im the presence of the alcohol^
t!:df£i would lead to a variation Im the mmhoT of long chain ions 
■per ml@ell6 ae some mikn-own function of the alcohol 
c one © at rat i on c
It Is evident from the ma.ny different aspects of 
aolubili^atioa which have been investigated (76977980^6g986-102 
that the major factor which oontrols the amount of material 
8olubil:Usei in a given system is the chemical comnositon of the 
detergent the s o l u b i l i s â t There eppmrs to he no
7 :
definite relationship bet we on the Holu’hilising power of am 
ionl® detergent and the properties of the solubilisâtes euoh 
as moleeuMr weighty moieouHar volume«, cîiain length and 
polarity^ , All the investigation® listed above lead to a 
great amoumt of spéculation but qualitativelj at least the 
followisig 'conelusioM may be drawmA--
le No quantitative information ie available to show how 
iiueh fxyimMloKi the mleelle suffer® a® a. result of Bolublllfaatlon 
2o the mobility of the micelle undergoes change as a result 
of ®oIubiXlf?Aation (78) ^
3= the polar coiapound pénétrât©® the surface of the micelle 
and has its polar head in more or Ifsss the aame plaine ae the 
polar or ionic heads of tVie colloidal electx'olyte {9liî.95?96). 
whereas nom polar additives are to b© located in the 
Ls„o in any homologous series of organic additive the extent 
of solubili'râation in a eoap decreases as the chain length of 
the soXufoilteate increases (70,73)@
5o am increase in the polarity of the solubills^ate leads to 
am Imereaa© In the extent of ©olu'bilisîation e^g» n-^heptanol 
is solublll^^ed more strongly than, heptane (90^%) 9
6o the addition of, ICOl to potaêslum myrietate solutions in the 
-pTOsmiee of small amounts of m-heptane and n^octanoX emhanees 
the solubility of the fomer and decreases that of the latter'o
fh©^foregoing results are oonnpletely empirical on the 
quantitative levelo Eolationshipa between the extent of 
solubilimtion and-molar volume (76) gwhleh appear to hold for 
a few membera of a given homologous aeries eeen to break down 
even In that homologous series when sufficient member© are 
©onsiderei and different homolgoua eerie© appear to bear 
no quantitative relation to otherso
Information eoncerning the change in the properties of 
micellee of non ionic detergents accompanying solubili^mtion 
has been gathered- by Halcagawa and ©©«-workers (103) « The 
Burfac© active agents used in their «périment© were 
methoxyoctaoxjethylene decyl ether 0^gfIp^O(GHpGHpO)gGH^ m d  
methoxjundecaoxyethylene decyl ether 13
n wb.leh maj be lnaor?)orate# in. the hydrocarbom
interior of the micelle^ and n-^tleeariolj.. which penetrutee into 
the pall^ad© layer of the micelle^ were used as solnbllis^ateso 
In mtuûjlng these système by light ®©atteriag thee© worker® 
fonm# that there ©xieted a sharp peak in the reduced intensity 
verau® oonoentration. curve at low ©oTO©ntration©o Tli® peak 
appeared to- b© higher the larger the amomit of Bnlublllmatcnv 
This pheaomemon had previously been found by Phillips anû Mysele 
(10%) In molutIona of sodium dodeeyl sulphate containing aom© 
eloiecanol© The appearance of a p@ak is attributed to the 
formation of small droplets of excees solubilisât©p when the 
mieeXles dl#soelate g which scatter a large amount of lights 
The values for Go were obtained from the extrapolated intercept 
of the Img versus concentration curve « By applying the 
eonv@ntloB.al Debye techniquep mentioned in kart I^the a^leellar 
weight® were calculated froEj. plots ¥^ 's (C-Co)..
It was found that the GolloGo decreased and the apparent micellax 
weight increased with inereaeing amount of solubilisât© Im all
98.
©aBee® The inerease in mloellar weight Is aeeountecl fo:r\gnot
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only hf-the incorporation of Bolubili^ate molecules but als@ 
by an iiicreaee in the aggregation number of the nonionic agent;6; 
them®elves * In other words ©olu'blXi^ sation- nroceeds with a. 
reorganisation of the nioleeules In a.mlfelleo Their reaultB 
also in/diœt© a significant difference in the effect of 
and decanol. on soluh 111 s^ at 1 ùno Th,@ amhstamtlal difference 
between these two types of eolubilik^atlon i© further 
evidepeed - by the effect of added Balt on the equillbrlmi 
eolubilifgiation values for ionic detergente (6$ ) » Balt
Inc ream the solubilisation of hydrocarbons hot greatly 
decreases the- sotet^ili^ation of long chain alcoholBo
Bmpaââ^É^tM&Jtesk» ^
lany of the conclusions drawn from 0uluhllIsation data In 
colloidal electrolytes presuppose that the association factor 
does not change as a< result of BoliabiliîsatioBo As haa been 
shown in the case of the non ionic®{103) there is reason to 
doubt this suppositiona There is also the difficulty of 
clistributioB coefficients for the mleelie/aqueouB solution 
equilibrium,. Data for the email aqueous solubilities of 
of the solutes discussed xb lacking^, Tim question also ariae^ v,, 
can we asBuK bhatg the solubility of a hydrooarboa.^, or any other 
sola b 11 :l at e ^
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In til© aqueous phase of a mi cellar solution ie the same as
In pure water?o
In epite of the unoertalnt:Le® mentioned in n)art I of this 
theslm a© to the intezp)r©tatloa of the results evolved from 
.light ©©attei’ing meusurements it #a$ thought that «périmenta 
Im which some hydrocarbon® and, long chain alcohol a were 
8ol^ ablll^ @d in ILT^ A.-Bo would giv® at least qualitative 
informâtlorn concerning the change in constitution of 
micelle® accompanying aolubillsationfe Am examples of 
straight chain paraffins octane and deeame were use# with
and cjclohexane as unsaturatcd and saturated cyclic 
hjclroearhonso The penetration type of soluhillaatlon into 
the palisade layer was studied by using octanol and cleeanol as 
soluhillmat@8„ The only additive to show any appreciable water 
solubility :1b benzene (Ool71 gmSo/lOC) Ed^ c^ \mter at 2g^C (106) )o 
Am attemipt wa® made to determine the distribution coefficient 
betweem bensen© in the mlcelle and in the aqueous medium
by thoroughly mixing varying amounts of bensene in water pmmfflm 
mixture®» The quantity of paraffia employed was equivalent to 
the paraf:flnic interior of the solutionso The b@n^e.ne
lOOo
c o n te n t I n  th e  w a te r  c o u ld  be e a s i ly  d© tern i:aecl by n p t lc u , !  d e n s i ty  
mea^Burements on a ïïn icum  s p e c tro p h o to n e te r  a n d ' c a lc u la t in g  
th e  re B u ltB  frou a o a l ih r a t io n  curve»
Ejde and ‘fewreao© (107) have studied the effects of the 
organ!© additives phenyl ethyl alcohol^ n'-ore®ol,aniline ? 
henssenOr^  ethyl henssene^ n-amyl alcohol ^ t-amyl alcohol and 
n-^butyl alcohol on the comdactivity of Imxadecyl trimethyl 
aîmonlum bromide^ They conclude froEi the exî)erinental results 
that there are two types of co 1 ub 111 à11 a.np one for senipolar 
and ohe for apolar molecules^ They attributed the increase in 
à in the former- case as due to the soap ions being located 
furthesf anmrt on the penetrated surface bo that the micelle 
can part with some of ita gegenions which were previously 
oioeoly bound « Other deviationa .in slope In the à versus 
ooneentratiœ of additive were attributed to changes in the shape 
a md e:Use o f  th e  m ic e l le  o
a c o n t in u a t io n  o f  th e  above s tu d y ^ th e  w o rk  i n  t h i s  
© actlo rn  waa d e vo te d  to  th e  in v e s t ig a t io n  o f  a o lu b i l l s e d  s o lu t io n e
lOlo
of hydro carbone and alcoB/>le in by light soatteslngo
BoMé ©xperiaent© on sodlum undeeexiyl ©alphate solutions were 
alao ©arriecl out with styrene as additive bo that they might 
be aompar@i' with some experiment® where the styrene and 
soap had been eopolymerlsed (Part I)&
1 0 2
As a preeautiùnary step the comneTClul HoT.AoB»
(liopklm B>nû williams) was purified hj extraation with ether 
In a Bcmlvlet ©xtraetoro Further re^rjatallisation from 
methyl ethyl ketone gave a oompoimd ?;ith s sat is factory 
oombuatIon analj®ia o
A g m m  g&(^ ^ 63-08 - 62^0
ÿSm llol IlvSo
Nitration of the bromide In dO^ ethanol with AgMOg gave 
a value greater than 99f& theoretlcml^ ..
fhe Bodluui uadeoemyl sulphate was synthesised from 
yndeoanol aa mentioned in part I<>
fk© hydrocarbons (beœene^ ayelohesmne?oetane and decane,) 
and the long ehain alcohole (oeteaol and deoanol) were all 
good (Quality reagents am# were used without further 
purification^ Th© styrene was pr©polymerised p the pure 
monomer being distilled off under vacuum^
A series of oamnXee oontaiming 20cos. I/o detergent ami 
Imereasing amounts of organic additive (introduced using a 
calibrated Agla micrometer syringe) were sealed in glass tubes
103.
w Â  thoroughly mixed hj rotation^ submerged Im b> thermostated 
bath at An estimate of the saturation end point warn
made by the visual onset of opaleemmme^ Addition of email 
incrementB of the additive above and.below the observed end 
pointy followed by Bolublll^ation^enabled a more accurate 
■estimation to b@ made by light eaatteringo Various amounts 
of the additive war© dissolved In 100€C4^of Ifo detergent 
under the ©olubili^ation limit and the solution as a whole^ 
after equilibration in the thermostat.diluted with water te 
give B s©rl0B of concentrations suitable fo2? light scattering*, 
i’he water was deionised on a mix©?! bed ian exchange ^olumi and 
through a millipore filter^ * All the solutions were 
clarified prior to the scattering eaipsriments by cmitrifugatlc'r 
at 30fl,000 G for 1 hroo As before specific refractive index 
incrementB were measured using both a Rayleigh and Jamis 
Interferometer. The light scattering experiment© were carried 
out using the apparatus marketed by Oo0.yFoïoCoAo explained 
in detail in part I. Scattered light wa© measured at ' g90 
and 135^ to the incident ImBMo
10k,
Im the @aae of henzeim@ the additive to show an
appreeiabl© water Boliihilitjp an attempt was made to determine 
the distribution of the additive between micelle ami water® 
Mixture# with the aam® paraffin eomtent as a HoT.AoB. 
solution, were made by a(Wlng 0*678 gm@* of deoane to 100 CCS. 
water# fh© paraffin^ after vigorous shaking@ separates 
from the water on standing (3 daye) amd has no effect on 
the optical density as determined by a UpA qbm apeetrophotometer 
Increasing quantities of bemgeae were added to thaee 
mlsctnrem and the whole treated a© the solubilijsed systems*
After separation'had taken place a ©ample of the aqueous layer 
was extracted and ' it a OoB* measured at 200 m.p * This %'aa 
dir©@tly translated into amounts of ben^eme by meane of a 
Gall brat lorn curve * T W  0*1)*. measurement e were extremely 
accurate and executed a.t high dilution^
log
Having roughly determined the solubilisation limit far
©aeh additive im 20 e « e * a * am aeeiirate measure
of the valu© at 2g®G was obtained by plotting the artitarj
internsity of scattered light at 90® to the imoiclent beam
versus the amount of additive as readings om the âgla eyrlnge
(graph 2é). ■o> The rapid iMreas© in scattered intensity
©orr©©ponds to the limiting amount of additive which can be
dlaes^lved® The slight increase in turbidity before this
erlttoal point, observed In all eases^may be attributed
/ /
to m  enlarging of the micelle bj eolubl 1 l^àt 1 on * With the 
two long ©halm alcohols the small Increase was greatly 
reduced by Increasing the temperature of the selutions by 
only a few dagrees* Indeed visibly cloudy solutions of Hof.A.5 
containing excess alcohol became optically clear on warmingv 
flips it appears that even at concMsnt rat Ions of alcohol belo%' 
the apparent saturation point there sr® a number of moleouies 
which ar© mot completely Bolublll^ed at; Even an extrea?0l:;
amall concentrâtlorn of these molecules is sufficient to emulAifj
sonmii^igATioM imiTS
Ltter
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with the ocean of water and eaiaea am is?.er©as© in the light
Boatteraie fliese solutions are oerfaotXy clear to the naked
eje am# th'lB ©ffcct cam omlj b@ detected imot Foment all jo Tims
there ©zieta a suliatantlal dlfferemee l^ etiveem the satoratiom
limit ae determined visibly and imatromemtallyo
The fiiffieolty mow arise8 in the définitiom of the
sat oration limit of solohiligjatim® It wool# appear from
the Bat or at lorn meaeorementa that $ in the case of the alcohols',.,.
s'oluh ill nation as defined earlier la incomplet© One can
Bumount thl@ difficulty however hy defining the solubilisât Ion
limit ae that point where further addition of the additive
a dramatic increase Im the turbidity of the aolution
aa determined hy the amount of light gcattered by the eoliitlcEo
On the baais of this definition the total amounts of
additive in grams which m m  be .solubilised in TOO CoCoSo 1#/ /
HoToAo-lBo at 2g^0 are ae follows*'^ bens.ene 0q W g g cyeloheirane 
0o20g§ ©ctane 0ol65'^  decane OolîtOf êeeanol Oollv3 and 
octanol OelSlo The claim of Harkims and Oppenlielmer( 9%) that 
an in the polarity of the Bolu'bilissata leads to an
ineraas© in the ertent of solubilisation le not evidenced her©..
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and ootanolj, presumably by penetratioa. into the 
pallead© layer of the micellep are solubilised to approximately 
the name extent as theix^  analogue hydroearbone* .ISven taking 
into aeoouBt its relatively high water solubility (0«17lgras/
100 mlo) and its low wùIht volume (68©S 0 « 163o3 for
dotan©) bensen© seems to be solubilised to a greater extent 
than a^y of the other additiveso This enhancement of solubil­
isât lorn iu© to the preeeno© of dombl© bonds has been noted 
by other workers (90g76gl08))« fheye 1b  the possibility 
that bensane due to Its polarisabillty ©a:a b© Bolubillseel by 
a dual mechanism involving both the micelle Interior and 
its palisade layero
Graphe (2? A^B^C and D) give the reduced intensity 
of scattered light measured during the dilution of solutions of 
mixture# of HoToAoB^ and octane of varying compoeitions below 
the saturation limit for solubilisâtlom.^  The curves of (I-Xo] 
versus Q are similar to that for the pure 3oai> at high
Hoïï»AoBo Iff V»’A®B1,
tittA;asi!sAvgvirf iiipT.» CMcacAtK « w fsVKzn vli ■
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eonoesitjeations 'but an increase ±n acatter la observed with
inereasiE£; octasie contento At a fairly Bhar])ly defined
point hoxiBvm? the a cat ter lag intensity Imereaaee rapidly as
the, soap eone©ntration cl ©créas By means of careful dilution
sufficient points were obtained Jinst before the brreak point
to enable an accurate extrapolar 1 on haolc to the eomcent:rat 1 on
to the point which must correspond to the C'oMoOo for
ordinary moapso The vaee increases in scatter is probably
due to previously eolubilised hydrocarbon aggregating when
the micelles dissociate to give droplets which scatter a
.large amount of light, MyselsClOlp) has argued that the
OoMoCo Im this oas© will 'be defined by the maximum of the
peak formnd at these low ooneehtratione« Efforts to locate
this peak were found to be futile^ there being mo
reproducibility In the points obtained, This is reasonable
coMidering the Instability of the systems Im this regiono
The faet that the scatter imcreasee rapidly after the break 
point mean© that the dissociation into monomeric lone and
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©xoQss aol.u'biligsatfâ is almost coaiplet© in thie region and 
the break noint may be taken a© the CoMoO, for the micellar 
weight ietermlnationso
The monomeric ooneantration Co decreases monotonioalJ,j 
with am imeraase in the concentrât ion of BolubiHîsat©, This 
is to be expected if one eoneiders the incorporation of a 
hydrocarbon as effectively lM:reasing the paraffin chain 
length, of the HoToA,B^ molecule « Sol ub 111 station of a hydro- 
carbon therefore stabillaœ the mlotil© to ooneantrations 
below ite original OoM,G,« ÏÏBing these Co values the X"AO
versus (C^ -Go) curves are shown In .graph(28) o These curves 
deviate from linearity at low eoneentrationa^presumably due 
to the proportion of moleeularly dispereed molecules present, 
In the higher ooneentration region^ however g good linearity 
of all the QuirwBB suggests that the m.lcellee are of 
fixed composition in this region* As before the intercepte 
obtained by extrapolation of thi b linear relationship between 
C_._C.o O-^’Co are ©ubjeot to the ©more Involved in.Crc=r=z=TJ
HBIABBGYL TEIMETHYL AMMOÏÏÏÜM BROWiinS -s- OCTAHB
I™io
O in watero
o Im  O 0O I9 8  gm8 « O c te o .® o
O Im O0O33 gsiSo Octane o 
>< la Go066 gm.00 Octaneo
A In Go099 gmso Octan©
PE 2a
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ii&glBùivlXii'; ehargy© effects o AIbo the | q values p 
caleulata^ from, the iaterferometer r e a d a r e  presnmb3.y 
real although the variation In ml cellar weight record eel 
can îsicarcelj leave the chemical potential constant and again 
calls in question the use cunBtant concent rat io:ao
The resultB shown in table (?) are thus subject to some 
uncertaintj which 1b difficult to eliminate butth^y 
at least a qua-1 Itatively clear picture of the change in 
the oonstltntlon of micelles accompanying so1uhi1 1 1 ono 
The following method was adopted for a calculation 
of the aggregation number of the micelle and the number 
of molecules of additive per micelle@
If a ^ the number of soap molecules per mloelle*
M the moleou3,ar weight of the additive «
"X concentration of additive :Ui gmSo/lOOml 1# HoT<,AoBo
Go O.&M0C0 in gms o/lOOpil » soap«
?
and BÎ Avogadroe Mum'ber,-*
Than.assuming the micelle to have the aame constitution over
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the o o m a e n t 1 on range Co to 1^ 6 8uoh tliat the concent rat io?a
of monomer le ions is Go over thi© range^we havog""
Mifîell» Weight - 361# (Oontrihution from the
'lltlve)o
Ü I
M
The numher of additive molecules in the system -
The namse'jf of mieellee present
Mie®11.as' ■Weight (M ) ™ 36i?a <" -iki
(Mo)îi
36te(l-i-
n p  f 'Î. SV
awn™ ur^.t trVrtvTM cMTti- wrui ^  ^  ^
361^ 1"Qof%)
Also the immher of additive moDleeulea per micelle
fill Jliavra.-ïS-<u.«ââlj- earf.T'» cao, ««» « a  nrai *v=m . «.w {f ( i  1
Ci^Co)M  ^^
The eoM©ntration of monomeric soap decreases and the
mlcell am weight increases with increasing amount of octane
in all caseso This increase in mloellar weight ie accounted 
for not only hy the inoorpoisition of octane moleoulas in the 
paraffinie Interior of the miecllee hut also by a change in
113 c
the mumher of detergent 3%olequl@8 per micelleo That ia 
Boluhilir^atioii appears to pr'oeeed with the reorganisation of 
the micelle©o A plauelble argument for the observed Inereim® 
in mli^îellar weight on the atWltlom of oetan© 1b that by 
increasing the parafflaic content of the micelle interior it 
is effectively inereaeiag the Chain length of tlie soap» It 
is a well established fact that the higher homologues of 
a family of detergents have, a much greater mlcellar weight®
Thi© alao ©ewe©. to illustrât© ttot th# micelle Interior umiBt 
have a configuration resembling that of a liquid,o
In mm effort to correlate the imereaae in mleellar weight 
with the amount of octane solubilised graph 29 wa© eonetriHstedo 
It earn b© meem that a linear relationship exlots between the 
mioellar weight and the molar ratio of octane tq soap vfithlm 
the limits of experimental error^ . This wlfitionship will me 
doubt hold imtil the saturation limit for oqlublllsation is 
reached and is pro^,bly the begit way of ©zpresisiing the regultso

llko
Bxpmirlmép.tB eosid-uoted With the highez^  paraffin decan© 
as the ©olubilisjate confirneci nost of the findings \rlth oetan©o 
OurTOts of I""Io versus 0 (graphe 30 ApB and C) illi^ strate 
the iM»a,e© In scatter and respeotiv© lowering of the Co'MoOo 
with iM?s^ e.aa:ing solubilisât© ooMentrationo ïïsiiig the Go 
values obtained bj @%brapol#,t 1 om baok to the 0 axla from these 
ourves t,h© plots of vermu# 0"^% are shown in graph
Ae oWerwd before these eu wee deviate from linearity at 
low e one entrât 1 one but the iiitereepte obtained by 
©extrapolation of the qutvbb abov© (G'-Go) baolr to
s©r© eoMe@ntration enable a ealeulation of the mioeXlar weight®o 
g* values are eaaentlaily eoMtant over the 
ooM©nt»tion range measured ^ whieh is to 'he. esxpeoted with a 
solublliKate of the same ohemioal composition aa the aleelle 
In whieh it ie imbibed o fhe results are summarised :ha tablo 8 g 
With respeet to the weight of hy<drooarbon added to the 
ajstem the mleellar weights recorded here are higher than 
those with, octane o It muet be remembered ho?/ever that the 
molar volume of the former is !&>198 times thf.it of the latter*
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9 eoBiparirig the two the inoreaae ±n mleel'lBf/
weight for the game weight of additive ±b rouglilj in this 
ratio.ô>
In order to com7>are the effect of the straight chain 
hjdroaarhons on eolim 111^at1on with a aatgrated cyclic 
hjdrocarhoB^a aimiXar set of rune was a miduetad ueing 
eyelolieten© as the solohilifsateo
fh© curve# of I-Io veraus G (graoW 32A-D) are similar 
to those for the eol-ohilissation of the straight olmin 
hydrocarbons @ the {scattering Intensity Increasing rapidly 
at a sharply defined point JUBt below the OoFioG,, for the 
mure Boap.) fhe curves of versus^  C-Co (graph 33) eichlblt
the aam© deviation from linearity at Ibw aoneentratioBB 
though Buffiolent points lie on a straight 1:1a© to enable the
value at infinite dilution to be d©t©minado At the
higher cyclohezane concentrations tends to Increase
from the original eoap valu©«n for cyclohexmie ia 1 »i|29 which 
la higher than the tvifo hydrocarbons already investigated o The 
re©u3.ts are aummarlsed In table 9®
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A© with ootane anci d©caae the general feature of a 
reeonatitutlom of the oieelle aocompaiaying the increase 
in mi^ellar weight with increajs.ing amounts of additive w m  
evident4, Pn© earn also eomola# that, there 1b  aporossimately- 
■a proportion between the weight and the
molar-ratio of additive to ©oap® (graph, '3l{.) o There is little 
differences between the result a pbtulnecl for oyclohœane and 
the straight chain hydrocarbona^^EPlgj^ifjlng that the same 
ao1ub11i i o n  mechanicim is invoked v The higher 
solubilisation I:biit with the eyclic hydrocarbon can be 
attributed to its more 'compact ehe'ml^al oonfigurationo Eom© 
evidence can be found here for the suggt^Btion that there is 
a certain void space within tlio> mieelleso It will 'b© 
noted that, email addition© of cyclohexanep indeed ,up to Î 
molecules per micellep mtee little or no iBipreasion on the 
number of the micelle « This auggesta that there 
is very .little enlargement up to that pointe However 
subsequent addition of solubillaate leads to a meaaureable 
reconstitution and growth of the micelle. ThUB it ©eeme
HBX&BjaOIL TKIMBÏHÏX MmOMïlM BEOMIJ OÏCLOHBXAMS
.eellar Wto ^
Moles Boap
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probable that up to a certain point g governed by the 
BMoimt of space iii the micelle interior available to the 
solubili^ei material 9 any Increase in micellar weight is 
due to the incorporation of additive within the micelle 
and after that to the solubilised material and the 
reeonstitutiom of the micelles mused by ito
Mâââlm^C„lÊissams -
With bemseme m  the solubilisât® on© can nç longer 
conveniently assuma that the solubility of the additive in 
water is ser©®. By means of optical density measurements 
on a Unlearn gpectrophotometer (at 1^00 * ) the solubility
of bcnsen© in water was found to be u^iyigms^/lOO mlo at 
which i© precisely the value obtained by Franks and Gent (106) «,
In order to obtain w. estimate of the distribution of benzene 
between micelles and water in an solution9 a model
solution wuB constructed treating the micelles ae a separate 
phase® Adding Uo678 gms® of decan# to 100 CoOoB, of water 
produce© an inhomogeneous mixture of the earn© paraffinlc content 
U8 the Ifi lf®f o/uB^ solution^ In principle the hydrocarbon A m W
I2Ü
'b@ mixed with a dilute solution of an electrolyte of the
sam© potential aa the soap solution but it was found
experimentally tWtsmall additions of ICBr did not 'affect
the final resulto The smme weights of henzene as those
employed in the solubilization experimenta were added to
the paraffin^-'water mixtures and after thoroughly mixing
the three component system for 2l|. hours a sample of the
water layer waa removed and Its optical density raeasured
on the iJnicam spectrophotometer^ The benzene content
of th© Wi;t©r is obtained directly from the calibration
curve of OoD* versus benzene eomc entrât lorn (graph 35>) ■-> The
benzene dissolved by the paraffin Is of course obtained by
subtracting the amount in th© water"from the total addedo
Thm calibration exporinents confirmed the findings of
Arnold ©toalo (109) that aqueous solutions ©f benzen© at low 
mz@n@
i concentrât ion do not, obey Beers Xraw® The results from these 
partition experiments are shown in fable,10®
o
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m m m j a
Wtoof Bo m  on©
1 Added t#
I 100mlÛ mixtur©L
^■7aii»«^agr~»Br»"»ig*Mw‘»Wawn taw^.'TOtaai>fctt***w^.e.p;>Tîc*£yn
Wt oBenr.ene 
in Water 
Calculated
;‘je^sg** « TT'rhBi Tr»^ ,vav»g*aaAsr«*a^ stei»Mgar»^ tatAii.’aicniwgT
i Wto In
■ Paraffin I
j ;
[vt*vTsr«e<ïM5SBrc»«earaa23Ka.'afsïffPAîiîp:M#ra3R«ieir4iB3Sfi^^
I 0.036g.
:gtfasvat,aiaH»7f5feaaEi;f;;USjWtfySJ.-xaagt^g»^^
0,0038 0.0327
1 0.073 0.0136 0.059%
1 0.110 0 .025k 0.08%6
Oolk? O.OkBl 0.0989
0.22 0.0721 Ool%?9
f/t <. Bsbsto® is Water I
606
o33
2oOS
2.0k
It appears from thla experiment that distribution ie -^ erj 
much Im favour of th© paraffin at low beiisone eoiiceiatr’ations but 
that this is altered at higher heimBne eoatent to ;fuBt over 
double t W  amount In the paraffin ms compared with the aqueou© 
layer* T M  partition eoefflelent ms&y W  lowered etlli further 
vflth benssene eonoentratlona approaehlng the BsolublllKation 
limit of OéWÿ grans. If the aqueous layer Is also fully 
saturated at this point K would be Although this model
is a very orude repreeentatiom of a homogeneous mloellar solution
Im whieh the paraffin ie evenly distributed throughout the
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it aeema 'th© only -convenient way that these partition ooefficieiite 
can b@ ©valnaüecâ  ^ The- total amounte of solubilisât© a.ddecl 
were therefor© altered accordingly in th© final analysiso 
The résulta from light scattering the solubilised 
bensen© solutions (grar)ha 36 A^D and 3?) wer© computed in 
the sane v/ay as with the other aolubillgied eystenso The final 
analjBla is given in table II* An allowance vjas 'mad© for th© 
scatter from aqueous benzene rather than pur® water^ the 
cone entrât ion of beMen© being based on the partition 
coefficient experimentso
fh@ apparent lowering of th© micellar weight with small 
additioM ©f bensen©^ up to about 0,912 grams/l.OOmla Hof«Ao?âv.« 
is a peculiarity not exhibit by the other Bolubilissatee,. A 
possible explanation might be that due to its polarlaabl11ty 
bensena is first located at the miaellar surface«thus forel% 
an attenuated mleel.1 ar reconatitutioBc A^ higher concentrât 1 ons 
this will spread to the micelle interior leading to the
recorded increaseo Due to its high affinity for paraffins erne
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woulé 0zpe#t tli® reverse to Hyëe aaé Lawrence (10?)
have reported that the oonduotivitj of eoltstioiis of n«f oà®Bo 
(1(0$^) fall® with small additions of benzene np to about 0o2$ 
gmBo/lOml^ HofoAoBo then inoreases@ through a
#axim%amg, before deoreasing once againo ®he benzene solution 
over the rang© where the conduotivit^r exhibits a maximum 
was vieooeluBtiOo These measurements were done at much 
higher bengene eoneentrat1on than those studied here^though 
it Is ©lear that the solubilisât lorn mecihanisifi with hems erne 
ae solubillmate is muoh more compXicatei than that of the other 
additives* The observed minimum in A 1© however within 
the limits of the amounts of bemsemm used in this study 
and aould b© aeoounted for by the dual mechanism suggested 
aboveo î^t ie worth noting that the ealculatioma are based 
on a rather naive modèle The benzene distribution between 
micelle and water as calculated here may be subject to 
considerable error thus accounting for the anomalous behaviour^
ïïafortunatelj dilute solutions of H®ToAoBo (still 
above the G„î,LOo) containing small amounts of oetanol and
12^!.
below the visual saturation limit g still eontain 
undissolvei alcohol at The light beam passing through
these solutions displays much o^parkle^ when observed through
f 9
a perlscDp© mounted on the naohinOi. This sparkle which is 
much mor© px^onmmced with deeanol than octasiol^  can b© 
eliminated by increasing the temperature of the solutions 
(graphs 38 A""'’I>) « The increase in temperature presumably 
renders the. email amount of unsolubilised alcoholwo,ter 
solubleQ An increase in temperatux^e to 3$^ G has no effect 
on the light scattered by the pure eoap bo that mioellar 
weight© #an he estimated at this temperature for ©mil 
additions of alcoholo
For small additions of oetanol the following resuite 
(Table 12) have be on obtained at 3g®0 in- the usual nmmer 
from graoto 38 and 39«
From the above analysis it Is clear that there la û 
pronounced difference between the penetration type of 
solubilisation into the paXleode layer^ manifested by the long 
chain alcoh Island the Incroporation of solubilisât© in the 
micelle interior as with hydrooarbona© In th® former ease
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there appea» to be a reduotioa ixi the mim'ber of eoa.p 
moleewle© per Bic©ll@p the ©letellar weight remrlnlng
almost constant by replacement of some of the soup moleonlw 
by solubilised alcoholo In a3.1 the eases considered 
preTiousiexcept for small additions of bensena^the 
reconstitution due to solublll^sed hydrocarbon led to ari 
Increase in the ans Delation number, The p»tlul insolubility 
of the long chain alcohols in the mleellea is no doubt due 
to their proximity to the agueous; composant ^ being located at 
the sricellar surfaceo They are not shielded to the Btme 
extent es solubilised material ie in the micelle interior 
and^being loosely bound ^ there exists the possibility that 
they can enter the aqueous layer and coalesce with other 
alcohol molecules o This could explain the obeex'^ r^ed increase 
in abattez* at lower temperatux^ es/j
With decanol (graph ij.O) the scatter due to imsolubililsed 
material is even more acuteo Even with only 0«OI6I1,,grams 
of deeunol at the superficial increase in scatter at
low soap, concentrations is evidenced! o The break point ±m
so
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Bhifted to regions of higher soap eonoentmtions than the 
original 0*MoG@ with increaBing amounts of decanol and with 
dec reading temperatures © Thus instead of atahiiiîsisig the 
mioollee by solubilisâtloia small additions of deoanql enforce 
their bciation making am analysiis of nice liar weight's 
from light ^mttering data impossible o
The few ©xperriments carried out with styrene as additive 
xh So^ oSf^  solutions showed similar trends, to the solubilisât lorn 
of other hjû ro carbons in IL T‘ o A „ B o ^ exc mp t that t lie re was ve ry 
little abrupt increase in scatter at low ecMcentrâtions of 
soap« The styrene appears to be capable of stub!lining
the micelle to dilute regions well below the original 0*M.CJ 
and for the small amounts of t^yrerne added versusX ™ JLO
C«’CoMîiG<. aurves were readily constructed (graph k’l) o Im am 
analogous maimer to previous investiga11ona the mixed mioellar 
weight imereased to 3l.|.p2gO from 30^ ,800 om the addition of (#79 
grams of styreneo This is accounted for both by ino»poratiom
<3 In water o
0
witA0.ô57lsms-o sty«a@ /1 o o W  / %, 
witli0.0?fgmso styren®//oowl f %,
C-CoMoGo X 10“'
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of the additive Im the micelle and a rea-rrangement of the 
mimbœ of soap molequles per micelle leading to a higher 
a,s s oc iat 1 on number o
fia© diffioulties associated with the interpretation of 
the resialt© f l i g h t  scattering By soap solutions, as 
dlBCUBsei Im part I of this the^la^ u W  ou ht ably apply in the 
case of aoluhill^ad solutionso f'M results tabulated in 
this on solubilisation are thus suhjeot to some
imoerteainty which is difficult to elimiumte^hut qualitatively 
at least the following information concerning the change 
in the properties of mio Ilea aooompanying solubilisation has 
beën gathered s-
(1) There :la a vaait rUicr©8.s® In the light scattered by all 
the ©olubilised eyatems below the 0?M«Go<. Thla la attributed 
to an aggregation of soluMli^aate molecul'ea^ after the 
eommeneement of cliseocxation of the micelles p to fora droplets 
which scatter a large amount of light o
(2) The C«Ms^€0p aa deteraxnad by the uoint where the vast 
increase in scatter is recordeddecreases monotonically with 
an In^rmame in the concentration of solubilissatoo This la. 
beet underatood by considering the incorporation of a hydrocarbq
the interior of the mioelle a© effectively inoreaeing the 
ehaim lemgtk of the ILT«A.Bo moleeulM^
[it 1b m well established fact that the 0oM«0* decreases 
as O M  progresses along a homologous series of soaps^
fhie illu8trat0B how cloeely the configuration of the 
parafflB, chains within a micelle must resemble that of a 
liquido
(3) Good linearity of tlx© ^ (^8 0«0oM«>Co ourves at
soap cemcemtrat1ons from Oo2 to suggest© that the mioelle® 
oDjntaimtog molubllissat® may be of approxixButely fixed 
composition Im this regioao
(Ip The iacrcas© in micellar weight on ^olubllimtion of a 
hydrocmrbon is accounted for not only by the incorporation of 
additive In the micelle Interior^ but also by an increase in the 
number of detergent molecules per micelleo Thua solubilisation 
pTOûmÛB with a reorganisation of the micellep Presumably 
the enlargement of the mioel3© on receiving Bolublligjat© disturb 
the hmlrnîm® of forces at Its eurfawo f M s  can only be
oonswTOcl hj the iiiolusion of more detergent molecules per 
mioelle©
(5) With polar additives the association number appears te 
decrease on solubilisâtIon« Thie can be accounted for by
simple replacement of some of the detergent molecules by the 
alcohol®
(6) With octane and eyclohexane a# addititives the change in 
ml cellar weight accompanying solubilis^ation can be expreeaeci 
in terme of a linear plot of mlcellar weight versus the molar 
ratio of additive to soapo This empirical relationship seems 
to b© restricted to’these two hydrocarbonso
(?) Small additions of solubllimate (up to 7 molecules permkdte 
for cyelohmmnm) make little or no Impression on the aggregation 
number of H^ T^oAoBoj, whereas ©ubeequent addition causes a 
significant change« This suggests that there 1© a certain opac© 
available for aoluhiXif^ation within a micelle before its 
aggregation number 1© altered by the ©olubili^ateo
lo definite conclusions cam be drawn from the results with
132o
h®nmne am the fh© dramatic reduction in th®
as8DCiatlorn number of the mloellw om small additions of 
b@mg®m© followed hj am imoreas© after _ a certain amount ha© 
been addod meem© highly improbable® The error probably liee 
in the correction factor imed for the solvent.eino© aqueous 
bemaeme m s t  b@ considered Instead of pure water® The 
relative amounts of bensene used for this purpose were 
calculated from the distribution measurement®« Since 
this attempt to calculate the partition coefficient between 
benzene in the water and solubilised benzene was based on a 
rather naive model It is possible that the calculationsinvolw 
considerable error®
(9) All the additives 9 except for-benzene .j eeem to he 
©ol&blll@@d to ayxproximatelj the ©ma® extent® Past reporta 
(90^9%) that aan increae© in the polarity of the solubilisât# 
increased the extent of Bolubilissation are Incorrect if the 
solublllmatlon limit is detected I n s t r u m e n t a l I f  is 
apparent from 'the light scattering measurements that oetariol 
and decanol are undissolved below %lm viaible saturation limit
13 jo
It is isposBible to separata the light seattered by the 
rnloellm from that by the todlBsolvei alcohol^ except by 
raising the temperature of the solutions® This readers 
the mmolublll26d alcohol water soluble®
The fact that ootanol and d©#amol are partly unsolubiliseri 
below the vlfi^ ibXe saturation limit la probably due to their 
proximity to the aqueous layerp being located at the micellar 
surfacec Being loosely bound the situation exista whereby the 
alcohol may leave the micelle and aggregate %o form emulsion 
droplet®o
W m  relatively high solubility of benzene (Ooi|.8S gms*/
100 ml® 1^ M.ToAoBo OolùggmaVlOO mlo 1^ for
octan©) can be attributed to its water solubility (0ol?l^ fi:as®/10€ 
ml?)0 its low molar volume and the po@8lbi3.ity of a dual 
locus for solnbllissatioho As a hydrocarbon it can be located 
in the micelle Interior and also^, due to its po3.arlaablllty^ 
orientated at the micellar surface.
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